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DEAR READERS
Here at iSing we have been busy
doing interviews and following up on
topics of interest for you to pore over.
There have been some great feedback
suggestions for future articles. Don’t
forget to let us know how we can help
you on your journey, click here to go
to the feedback form if you haven’t
already.
It is more and more evident that the singer’s career is
becoming a juggling act. This issue’s cover, Jono McNeil, aptly
demonstrates this. It is not enough to be just the singer. We
need to ensure we are multi-skilled and entrepreneurial in our
approach to this career. Jono talks about his journey to date,
travelling from the other side of the world to follow his singing
career and how he has applied the multi-tasking approach to
this.
As usual this issue is packed with many inspiring and
informative articles. We managed to bag an interview with
two very busy singers. Christina Bianco, who recently shot to
YouTube fame with her rendition of ‘Total Eclipse of the Heart’,
delivered, using 20 different well-known singer impressions, and
Kari Kimmel who shares her journey as a singer/songwriter of
around 500 synced songs on TV, film, and adverts.

“

When you
can do what
you love and
particularly
if you are
working really
hard at it, to be
appreciated
for the work
you have done,
does feel good.
-Christina Bianco-

So go…be inspired!■
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Yours in singing,

Line
Hilton
Editorial Director
Please don’t hesitate to send us your music for
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editor@isingmag.com
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THIS COLUMN IS CALLED ‘VOCAL
NERDS’ FOR A REASON. STEVE
& CHRIS GEEK OUT ON SCIENCE
FOR A BIT...SO HANG ON!
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Make Your Voice Go

T

“BOOM”

hose of you who are
interested in the science of
singing may have heard of
the terms ‘harmonic’ and ‘formant’
before. These guys are making a bit
of a name for themselves, and so we
want to give you a basic outline of
what they mean and why on earth
you, as a singer, might want to get to
know them.
From the outset we want to
warn you that this is likely to get
a bit heavy. It’s tricky to explain
a complex subject like formants
without an understanding of the
other complex words we use to
actually explain it. For that reason,
we’re going to break this down piece
by piece.
In every walk of life, increasing
the understanding of the ‘how’
and ‘why’ we do things will help
us to figure out the best ways to
do them. Singing is a deceivingly
complex skill, influenced by the
laws of physics, so this is where the
scientific stuff comes in. In the past,
singing has had a whimsical aura
attached to it. Some think of it as
magical unexplained energy that
emanates from the human body. The
problem with unexplained theories
is that there is little guidance
or measurement for creating
excellence…and we all want to be
excellent, right?
For centuries teachers have
guided students based on their own
personal experiences, feelings, and
beliefs in how it works for them.
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Although this has some value, by
understanding the mechanical and
acoustical workings of the voice,
singers, and their teachers, can start
to identify some logical tools and
clear actions to help voices develop.
WHO REALLY NEEDS TO
KNOW THIS STUFF?
We admit it is a certain “type”
of person who actually enjoys
acoustic science. It can get quite,
um, confusing. But any person can
be gleeful at the result of a good
adjustment even if it is scientificallybased. So, as we see it, this means
this subject is for everyone!
However, the folks who are going
to find applying this subject
particularly beneficial are the more
advanced singers and the singing
teachers.

with a bit of
vocal science.

THE ADVANCED SINGER
Picture this…
You have been singing seriously
for quite a few years, say five or
more years. You have had some
singing lessons, know your voice,
and picked up some decent tips
along the way. Your range is pretty
good, and you can deal with most
things without wearing your voice
out like you did at the start. Maybe
you are a professional, singing well
with a lot of training in a particular
technique? Either way, you have
come far in your singing but still
desire something more. More
power, more ease, more stamina,
more punch all round! If this is you,
then understanding formants and
harmonics could be your saviour.
You see, it takes a sensitive and

THE FUNDAMENTALS
controlled vocalist to get the most
out of this approach. As you’re only
a whisker away from the big hitter,
it takes only a tiny adjustment to
get where you need to be. That’s
where experience is crucial, and a
familiarity with your vocal anatomy
is also extremely beneficial.
THE VOCAL COACH
I know this is probably obvious,
but singing teachers need some
background in this subject to make
the best decisions for their students.
Formants and harmonics are at the
very root of singing.
They are all or largely responsible
for:
• Tone and power
• Why singers crack, flip, or can’t
transition
• Range development
• Stamina
• Reducing strain and vocal
damage
There’s probably more. But, the
above is any singer’s wish list, right?
So if you are a coach, it’s your duty
to understand this subject a little
deeper. It can, and will, help get
you to the bottom of an issue more
rapidly. Also, this is great for both
student and teacher, i.e. they will be
elated, and your reputation will be
stellar!
Imagine a world where your
singing is ridiculously easy, where
it feels like the less effort you make,
the more output you get, where
you can just adjust your lip slightly,
or edge your tongue forward and
BOOM! The people in the front row
are picking their faces up off the
floor. Need I say more? Anyway, on
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Although not visible there is
a lot of information contained
in each vowel we hear.

to the meaty stuff!

ACOUSTIC ENERGY, SOUND
WAVES, AND VOWELS.
PARDON?
In order to dig into formants and
harmonics, it’s worth outlining a few
simple things first. As singers, we are
constantly making lots of different
noises. We do this by, firstly,
releasing air through our vocal
folds. The clever bit is that as this air
passes through the vocal folds it’s
converted into acoustic energy, in
other words, a ‘sound wave’.
The main way that we alter these
noises is by changing the way this
sound wave behaves once it enters
the vocal tract. Quite simply we
can do this by moving our lips,
tongue, jaw, and larynx into different
positions. This alters the space in
our mouth and throat. The sound
wave then bounces around in this
new space resulting in a new noise
emanating from our mouth. Cool,
huh? In society, we have named
some of these resulting noises:
‘vowels’. Try it yourself! Say ‘AA’ (as
in the word ‘cat’) quickly followed
by ‘OO’ (as in the word ‘food’), and
notice how much your lips, tongue,
jaw, and larynx move to change the
vowels (to feel the larynx find your
adams apple).

A PITCH WENT TO A PARTY
We can change the actual vowel,
and it’s tone and colour, by making
silly faces, but this leads us to the
question: what is a sound wave and
how can we use that information
to help us sing? This is when we
introduce our good friends ‘formant’
and ‘harmonic’.
Scientists have worked out that
the sound waves that knock about
in our mouth and throat are quite
complex. Although not visible there
is a lot of information contained in
each vowel we hear.
In case you didn’t know, clever
people measure the pitches we
sing by how many times the vocal
folds vibrate per second. Just for
example a ‘high’ C (C5) is produced
by the vocal folds vibrating 523.25
times per second or 523.25 Hz. Hz
is short for Hertz, after German
physicist Heinrich Hertz. This
pitch-determining frequency is
also known as the fundamental
frequency (F0).
Now things begin to get crazy. It’s
not just the energy from the high C
that we hear when the note is sung
out. According to the scientists and
researchers that study this, within
each vowel sound wave there are
‘extra’ sound waves produced.

“
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One of our jobs as singers is to
try and find the most responsive
throat and mouth shapes.

These are called ‘harmonics’. These
harmonics actually have the power
to change the sound that comes out
of our mouths! Yes, that’s right, the
pitch is still high C but the strongest
harmonics in the pack will dictate
the tone and quality of the vowel
that is sung.
We like to compare this to the
times when we were at school and
we held a house party. There was
normally one girl that we’d have
our eye on and we’d obviously pick
her to come to the party! We’ll call
her ‘Fundamental’ for the purposes
of this article. ‘Fundamental’ was
kinda ‘Fun’, but not so ‘mental’. She
was actually pretty quiet. However,
she would always turn up with her
crazy friends (the ‘Harmonics’) to
every party. The great thing was that,
even though she was the leader of
the group, some of her ‘Harmonics’
were louder and funnier than she
was. This got the group noticed
and labelled as ‘The Mental Bunch’!
Even though Miss ‘Fundamental’
was quite timid, the perception of
her group as a whole raised her
reputation to being rather loud and
brash, boosting her visibility at the
party, when without her friends she
would normally go unnoticed! So,
harmonics can help to boost the
fundamental sound wave as a whole
and give it more energy.
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Harmonics are best shown in a
spectrogram. A spectrogram is a
graph that scientists use to analyse
and display harmonics easily. The
peaks are the harmonics within the
sound wave and the first peak is the
pitch being sung:

sound produced. The resonance of
the vocal tract can also be measured
as a frequency (Hz). This type of
resonance is known in scientific
circles as a formant.
If we go back to our house party
analogy, it’s the same as saying that
all the friends at the party became
more excitable, louder, quieter or
dull (aka formants) depending on
which size room (aka vocal tract)
they were in. If the room was too
big or small it would ruin the
atmosphere and the party would
quickly fizzle out. Just the right size
however, and the party went OFF
THE HOOK!

Example of a Spectogram using PRAAT Freeware (http://www.praat.org)

YOU CAN CHOOSE
HARMONICS
We spoke earlier about controlling
the sound wave with our throat and
mouth shape. Now that we have
outlined what harmonics are, we
can tell you that certain harmonics
respond better in particular mouth
and throat postures. Certain
harmonics will be boosted or
reduced depending on the shape
of the vocal tract, i.e. mouth and
throat. In turn this will have a
positive or negative effect on the

One of our jobs as singers is to
try and find the most responsive
throat and mouth shapes (formants/
room sizes/etc.) to boost the most
influential harmonics and give
us the most exciting sound and
expressions. If we find these places,
we have lined up harmonics with
formants = party time!!
THE PRACTICAL STUFF
Now that we have seen how much
fun can go on in our vocal tract,
we can try and put it into practice

VOCAL NERDS
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on the high notes. Let’s start with
the larynx, because it’s this piece
of cartilage that can influence our
throat size the most. We have to
be in control of it and maintain a
generally neutral larynx position
during the higher notes. At the very
least we need to have the ability to
adjust tone or larynx position when
going into the middle and upper
range. If you happen to be someone
who strains (yells) when you sing,
then this will be something you
need to sort out before you can fully
maximise the formant/harmonic
relationship. Strain or lack of tone
control indicate we are not in
control of the larynx. If it is moving
around or in the wrong position, this
interferes with the size of the throat
and mouth ‘rooms’ too much.
Presuming your larynx is mostly
under your control, it’s time to think
of a vowel which will keep it neutral
and shape your vocal tract to be
ready for a party. That vowel is…UH
(as in ‘mum’).
Aside from getting the larynx
into an optimal position that will
excite any harmonics that are in
our first formant (throat room), the
UH vowel also has another useful
property.
So, we’re back at the party. All
of the most excited harmonics are
having a great time in the first room
(throat). It’s just the right size to
boost their energy. But there comes
a time when the party must move
to another room to maintain their
excitement. This time is known
as the ‘passaggio’, or the change
in register at the top of chest
voice (male Eb4/E4 - G4, female
Ab4/A4 - C5). This new, smaller
room is the second formant (the
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mouth). At the right time, certain
harmonics need to move smoothly
between rooms or they will lose
their energy and fall asleep. The
correct shaping of the vocal tract
and hence the vowel helps to create
an open doorway to the next room.
This allows the harmonics to pass
through easily and keep on jiving
until the high C. The UH vowel is
one which creates a natural doorway.
It is used frequently in singing by
voice teachers and singers who
understand this concept for all
genres.

and in this case Pavarotti sounds
like he’s singing everything with a
shade of UH compared to the actual
pronunciation. See our video for
a comparison. Now take someone
completely different… Whitney
Houston. Whether consciously or
not, she’s singing the chorus of ‘I
Will Always Love You’, particularly
the vowel AH from the lyric ‘I’,
on an ‘UH’ sound. It’s subtler in
contemporary music, but it’s the
same principle. Check out the video
for a comparison.

THE MAN HIMSELF - PAVAROTTI

Watch On YouTube
Whitney Houston ‘I Will Always Love You’ 1:46 to 1:52

The idea is to blend these vowels
into everything. An element of these
vowels shapes everything we sing
and gives every lyric a shade of that
vowel shape and tone. Take UH
for example, and listen to Pavarotti
in Nessun dorma. It’s easy to use
opera singers because they sing on
top of these vowels really clearly,

Watch On YouTube
Luciano Pavarotti singing ‘Nessun dorma’ 2:06 to 2:17

Once you have got the hang
of allowing harmonics to move
between formants at the passaggio
and your larynx is stable in the UH
position, you can then play around
with the mouth and tongue to get
the most out of the harmonics
that are now present in the mouth.
Typically through the first few notes
of the passaggio we need to start
to lower the jaw. The lips can’t be
too wide or we’ll disrupt the boost.
However, when we’re coming out
the other side of the transition, the
mouth can be opened more and the
tongue can come further forward
with each step up. This is how
we can continue to tune in to the
harmonics, making sure they still
carry the most energy possible by
shaping the rooms they’re in. If we
do this effectively then hey presto!
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We have great presence of voice
with minimal effort. Your vocal
system will support itself through
aerodynamics and resonance,
making it sound like a breeze. If you
want to alter the tone, however, you
can either close the lips a bit more
for a darker sound, or widen them
for a brighter sound. Experienced
singers can choose different larynx
and tongue positions giving them a
type of EQ control of their tone.
CONFUSED STILL?
We are hoping you know a
little bit more about formants and
harmonics, but you may be asking,
“what can I do with it now”. Aside
from flaunting your newfound
knowledge amongst friends, we
believe that this knowledge could
help you in your next practice.
You will be able to consider the
manipulation of the vocal tract and
vowels to help you take your voice
to that next level. Although the art
of singing is, for most contemporary
singers, intuitive, these

considerations can act as a guide
when vocalising. Ask questions such
as, “What is my mouth doing on this
pitch?”, “Why is my tongue so far
forward?”, and “Why does this shape
sound and feel like that?”. These are
questions great teachers have been
asking for years. You can begin to
embrace them too, either with help
from a knowledgeable teacher or by
experimenting with your own vocal
tract shapes and the UH vowel.
Our good friend and vocal coach,
Ryan Luchuck, has been studying
with world-renowned voice scientist,
Dr Ingo Titze. He is very clear on the
power of this knowledge telling us,
“If you are a singer, understanding
formants and harmonics not only
instills confidence in your training
approach, it empowers by allowing
you to precisely fine-tune problem
spots with confidence. Teachers owe
it to their students (and themselves)
to understand the voice as much
as possible. I can’t overemphasize
how much it’s helped in my voice
studio!”■

Vocal Nerds
Webinar with
Chris & Steve
They answered your
questions on the topic of:

Vocal Formants
and Harmonics

Friday 12th JUNE, 2015
4-4:30pm BST (11-11:30am ET)

TRIBE MEMBER?
CLICK HERE
VOCAL NERDS
IS SPONSORED BY
THE NAKED VOCALIST

THE NAKED
VOCALIST

C

hris Johnson and Steve Giles are both experienced vocal coaches working in Southampton and London. They
are with the Vocology In Practice teacher network and specialise in training clients in advanced vocal technique, style
and improvisation. They are co-founders and presenters
of the popular iTunes singer’s interest podcast The Naked
Vocalist. As well as coaching and podcasting they are also
in-demand performers and manage their own successful
soul acts.

http://thenakedvocalist.com
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DONNA MORETTINI
THE INNOVATION OF
VOCAL STYLE

Listen to Joshua and Donna

talking about her career and why

she decided to write her practical
guide to popular singing.

F

rom singing in coffee houses to
singing R&B. and from studying
a PhD at Oxford University, to
helping start up LIPA, my good friend
Donna Soto Morettini has a great
wealth of knowledge and experience to
pass on.
I caught up with Donna via Skype to
talk about her awesome book “Popular
singing and style” (2nd edition). If you
haven’t read it, I can tell you myself
you are missing out!
Donna, I really love one of the
questions you posed in your book. It
refers to failure/mistakes being the key
to the innovation of vocal style.
iSing: How important is making
mistakes or failure in the process of
singers discovering their vocal style?
DM: Because most singers begin with
wanting to sound like their favourite
singers, most of us learn through a
series of imitations and by adopting
things we really like in other peoples’
sound. In that imitation, we tend to
get really concerned in matching what
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we hear in an ‘external’ way. The more
we do this, the less we can imagine
making sounds that emanate from
ourselves. I think the only way we
CAN break this pattern is to spend
time initiating sound that feels/seems
to come from an ‘internal’ impulse.
Sometimes these will be erratic/flat/
sharp/out of tune/time – and that is
all part of the process. Deliberately
making mistakes can lead to a kind of
freedom in creating style.
I think singers always have some
ideal in their heads when they begin:
I want to sound like Beyonce, or I
want to sound like Adam Levine. That
ideal often becomes an unspoken set
of aesthetic ‘rules’ against which we
judge ourselves. And it can only be
those ‘rules’ that make us think that we
might be failing or making mistakes.
But trying to match up to someone
else’s ‘ideal’ sound is self-defeating. We
AREN’T Beyonce or Adam Levine,
and even if we could create the perfect
imitation of their sound, what would
be the point in that?
iSing: Are there any rules where
singing is concerned?
DM: This depends entirely on the
style, I think. There are a lot of rules in
classical singing, and—because it’s so
demanding and requires a technique
that can sustain much use—the rules
are important. In both classical and

Donna Morettini

popular music I think there is only one
shared rule: DO NO HARM. Voices
are mysterious and it’s impossible
to say why one can sustain a lot of
variation in sound and another can’t.
Singers need to take care in terms of
their own vocal health/longevity, and
they need to monitor the way that
changes in effort levels and/or varying
the elements of style may affect their
voices.
iSing: Does being open to every
genre or even era of music help
in the development of vocal style,
what are your top tips for exploring
different eras and genres of music,
their associated vocal style, and the
application of this discovery?
DM: This is a big question and I think
it goes hand in hand with your last
question. Every singing style that

“
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Voices are mysterious
and it’s impossible to say why
one can sustain a lot of variation
in sound and another can’t.

began in the 20th century had its very
unique elements. Of course pop music
has blurred those distinctions in some
places now but not entirely. When
we begin singing, we often listen to
a particular style. As you know from
our experiences on the road with The
Voice auditions, right now there is
a recognisable trend in favour of a
lot of twiddles, vocal ‘decoration’ or
melisma. There is also a lot of glottal
stop used as an element of style – both
of these things seem to feel like the
‘lingua franca’ of pop singing at the
moment, which unites even the most
disparate voices. But so often, adhering
to specific elements of style can be a
trap for singers.
iSing: Is talent born or is it grown?
DM: As with most human
development, it is a combination. All
vocal instruments aren’t the same,
and talent is a wide category. Some
people think Stevie Nicks is a talented
vocalist. Some people think Joe Cocker
is. Some think Son House is. While
we can never have a formula that
explains taste in sound, we can always
talk about what moves us. But what
unites all talented vocalists, I think, is
passion. It’s that passion that makes
you get to rehearsal, work the extra
time, keep digging, keep listening,
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work to find out why a ‘talented’ singer
isn’t always a beautiful one.
iSing: When it comes to vocal style,
what is good and bad? What does
being original mean in that context?
DM: Bad is any style that isn’t
sustainable for you. Apart from that
there really isn’t any other applicable
aesthetic boundary in pop music.
What’s good is always aligned with
passion and exploration; it’s aligned
with fearlessness, and it’s the result
of living. I know that sounds a
bit vacuous, but I don’t mean just
breathing. I mean that until we’ve lived
long enough to know what grief or
desire or jealousy or winning or losing
really feels like, we’re not ready to open
our hearts to the extent that we need to
in order to move our audience. Until
we have a well of experience, we have
nothing to draw on, except our ability
to imitate others who do.
So for me, good singing always
sounds ‘lived in’; it resonates or it
surprises, it reminds me that I’m not
the only one who’s felt this way, or
perhaps it surprises me that a deeper,
more perceptive soul than mine can
find the sardonic humour in loss, or
the strange sadness that comes with
loving. . .

iSing: Can you list your No.1 advice
for exploring improvisation?
DM: I have three, so I’ll give you all 3
but I’ll be brief!
One: Achieve boredom with a song.
Until you’ve done a song 6 nights a
week for a year or two, you probably
aren’t aching to hear it differently, and
you probably don’t know its harmonic
structure well enough to feel safe when
freely changing things around;
Two: Practice a lot of songs, by
forcing yourself to sing ANYTHING
but the melody. This is a tough exercise
at first (and most singers find 2 or
3 ‘safe’ notes and stick with them)
but if you do it often enough you’ll
find your ear getting more and more
sophisticated;
Three: Keep in mind that while
not everyone can master melodic
improvisation, EVERYONE can
master rhythmic improvisation. And
rhythmic improv is just as impressive
as melodic in the hands of a master…
iSing: What would you say is the key
to connecting emotional expression
and how it is delivered using the vocal
instrument?
DM: The most common advice is
to really think about the text you’re
delivering in a song and what it
actually means. Once you know what
you’re singing about you can start
to think about how you want your
audience to feel about what you’re
saying. It’s always best to think in
terms of other peoples’ feelings rather
than your own because it’s so much
more focused. Sinatra always said that
he learned how to act by singing for so
many years and really thinking about
his lyrics.

VOCAL STYLE

THE FUNDAMENTALS
But the advice not given enough, I
think, is to LISTEN TO THE MUSIC.
Often when I’m working with a singer
I realise that they’ve never stopped to
listen to what the players are doing in
the accompaniment. There’s so much
inspiration to be found in listening to
a great keyboard/guitar/horn player, or
in the way a sudden change into minor
key can affect your experience with
a piece, or in the way that rhythmic
structure really affects your ‘feel’ in a
performance.
iSing: Any advice you can give

for singers taking the time out to
really carve their own unique sonic
identity?
DM: Listen, listen, listen! Not only to
a wide variety of vocal styles/genres,
but also make sure you’re listening
to recordings that span the whole of
the last century – that will help to
adjust the ‘clean’ sound of modern
technology in recording that might be
messing with your ability to respond
to imperfection and the unusual.
Don’t listen just to vocal music, listen
to instrumental music as well. Ella
Fitzgerald led a jazz orchestra for

many years and there’s no doubt that
experience deeply influenced the way
that she could use her voice so like a
jazz instrument. Chet Baker surely
became the vocal version of the horn
he played for so many years… And
remember to give up imitation after
a couple of years – it always helps to
get you started but if carried on too
long it starts to trap you. Be fearless.
Listen to great people with small/lessthan-beautiful/limited voices and be
inspired by them (there are a lot of
suggestions in the book!). Finally—
stop comparing yourself to anyone.■

GET SOCIAL
with DONNA

JOSHUA ALAMU

J

oshua is a professional voice coach with over 10
years of experience as a singing teacher within
the music and television industry both in the UK
and overseas. He has worked as a vocal coach for
the BBC’s talent show The Voice UK - series 1 & 2.
Joshua’s video enhanced e-Book Mad About Vocal
Style was successfully launched in 2014.
http://www.joshuaalamu.com
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THEATRE
MORE TOP PROS SHARE
THEIR SECRETS TO GIVING A
SUCCESSFUL AUDITION

MUSICAL THEATRE

THE FUNDAMENTALS

More Top Musical Theatre

AUDITION TIPS
WILLIAM WESBROOKS

Director & Music Associate Professor NYUSteinhardt: Program in
Vocal Performance

“In my experience, singers who are preparing for an audition tend to spend too
much time worrying about what the “people behind the table” want to hear.
Most auditions come with basic instructions—what kind of singing, what genre
of music, how long a piece—and once you have met those criteria the best thing
you can do is choose a song that you really like to sing. When you audition
with material that you feel good about—material that also says something you
want to say—you are going to be able to share much more of yourself with
the people who are watching and hearing you. People conducting auditions
certainly want to hear your best singing, but at the same time they want to
get a sense of who you are. Think of an audition as a way of introducing
yourself to people who really do want to meet you. The best way to do that is
to present material that you know well and enjoy singing.”■
For more inspiration, check out William’s book,
Dramatic Circumstances: On Acting, Singing, and Living
Inside the Stories We Tell.
http://www.dramaticcircumstances.com

ADAM GWON

Award Winning Composer/Lyricist

“Make your performance a conversation. Many people sing well, but fewer
really communicate when they’re singing—and communication is all about the
other person in the conversation. Most likely, you’re standing up there by yourself,
singing alone. But treat your song as a scene. Think of it as a dialogue we only hear
half of, that you don’t know what’s coming next. Making your song feel like a series of
moment-to-moment interactions will set you apart in a big way.”■
Adam Gwon was named one of “50 to Watch” by The Dramatist magazine and hailed “a
promising newcomer to our talent-hungry musical theater” by The New York Times. For
the latest news about Adam’s music and performances, go to
http://www.adamgwon.com
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Sing songs you love,
that make you happy.
JEN RUDIN

Award winning Casting Director/Author

Don’t distract people in the waiting room. Be considerate
and professional. Once in the audition room, sing a song
that shows your competitive money notes. If the role calls
for a high E, sing a song that shows you are trained and
qualified to sing that note eight times a week. Sing songs
you love, that make you happy. You want to leave your
audition feeling like you did the best job you can. Then
leave the audition and get on with your day!■
Jen Rudin is an award-winning casting
director and author of
“Confessions of a Casting
Director: Help Actors Land
Any Role with Secrets from
Inside the Audition Room.”
(Harper Collins/It Books,
2013).
http://www.jenrudin.com

KIRSTY ROBERTS

K

irsty Roberts is a singer, songwriter and qualified
voice teacher based in Adelaide, Australia. She
offers vocal training, audition coaching and artist
development to talented performers in Australia and
throughout the world. Kirsty is highly dedicated to
nurturing and mentoring young talent. She especially
enjoys working with singer songwriters, recording
artists and musical theatre performers, and making
dreams come true.
http:/www.kirstyanne.com
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Family with Natalie Williams
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UK-based session singer, artist and
vocal coach JONO MCNEIL

Photo by Matthew Joseph http://www.matthewjoseph.co.uk

on the

Q&A

Professional Profile

JONO MCNEIL
LONDON, UK

SINGING CAREERS

Q
PROFESSION? Session singer,
artist, and vocal coach.

all my life, with an amazing band,
and the artist who wrote it, was a
really special moment.

Q
AGE YOU REALISED
YOU WANTED TO BE A PRO

Q
HOW DO YOU KEEP FIT
FOR PERFORMANCE? Regular

SINGER? 18 years old.

Q
VOCAL ROLE MODEL?
WHY? Erykah Badu - She has an

undeniably adventurous spirit when
it comes to the possibilities of music,
vocal technique, and artistry. I love
the courage she’s consistently held on
to throughout her musical journey,
despite what was expected of her.

Q
HOW DID YOU FEEL
AFTER YOUR FIRST PRO JOB?

Exhilarated, yet with no idea of how
it had actually gone. I seemed to be
transported to another world and
finished the show with seemingly.

Q
NAME DROPPING (People
you’ve worked with/supported)

Josh Groban, Michael Buble, Nelly,
Lemar, Jocelyn Brown, Reel People

Q
WHO ARE YOU LISTENING
TO NOW AND WHY? I can’t

GET SOCIAL
with JONO
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seem to shake Frank Ocean’s
“Channel Orange” album. That
along with Hosier’s new album.

Q
MOST MEMORABLE
CAREER MOMENT TO DATE?

A little obscure amidst it all, but
I loved having the opportunity to
perform “I Want You” with Leon
Ware, who wrote it, at the O2. A
smaller gig but singing the parts
from an album that I’d listened to

warm ups, a good diet, gym workouts, and as much experience on
stage as I can get. You need to keep
in the game to stay sharp.

Q
TECHIE FAVES? I love the
new Zoom recorders - they’re so

versatile. They do amazing recordings of gigs and rehearsal through
the in-built mics, but then can
also be used as an interface for
proper recording mics.grateful for
them because they are your link to
sounding good!

Q
3 THINGS YOU CAN’T LIVE
WITHOUT ON TOUR? Steamer,

hotel with a gym, and a great pair of
headphones.

Q
WHAT YOU WISH YOU’D
KNOWN FROM THE START?

That any success is a result of many,
many small steps. I’ve had some amazing opportunities in my life, but it’s
the accumulation of all of those small
steps that has got me where I am today, and hopefully will keep me moving. I just need to keep my game up!

Q
UPCOMING GIGS/
PROJECTS? I have some lovely

gigs throughout Europe with some
original bands and even one with
an orchestra in Monaco. I love the
variety, but also can’t wait for my
new album to release.■

SINGING CAREERS
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HOW THE MODERN DAY SINGING
CAREER IS A JUGGLING ACT

JONO MCNEIL
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VOCAL REGIME

A TYPICAL WORKING WEEK
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JONO MCNEIL
JUGGLING THE ROLES OF
THE ARTIST, SESSION SINGER,
EDUCATOR AND VOCAL COACH

MOVING COUNTRIES FOR THE CAREER

WHAT I WISH I’D KNOWN

ADVICE TO THOSE GETTING STARTED

MY SOUND

PREPARING FOR EACH SINGING JOB

WHAT’S NEXT
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CHRISTINA BIANCO

WHEN SOUNDING LIKE SOMEONE
ELSE IS A GOOD THING!
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Christina
Bianco
Photo by Kevin Thomas Garcia

iSing: Why do you sing?
CB: It was a very early way that
I could fully express myself. My
parents say I was singing along to the
music on the radio in the backseat of
the car before I could even speak. I
would sing phonetically. I just had to
make noise through song. So, it was
something I did before I actually was
thinking about it consciously.
Once I could learn a whole song
then it was, “Oh that is one sort of
song and one sort of style, what is
another one?” So, then I was hungry
for the different styles, and it is never
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ending isn’t it? Music has always
been the greatest happiness in my
life. When I do it it just feels so good.
It is meditation, it is therapy, it’s
grounding. It is what brings me back
to me.
iSing: You started doing
impressions innately from a very
young age. But you took it more
seriously about 6 years ago when
you joined the cast of ‘Forbidden
Broadway’. Do you have any specific
process when developing an
impression?

CB: If I know who I am asked to
impersonate I start the process a little
differently than if I am intrigued
when I hear a voice and I think I
would like to try to impersonate that
person.
If I choose to impersonate
somebody because I hear something
in the person that I think is unique
or an identifying quality the general
public would enjoy or would
gravitate to, then I start with what I
call the generalization of that voice.
Say, the Broadway performer

“

CHRISTINA BIANCO

SINGING CAREERS

Kristin Chenoweth. She is known
for having a very high squeaky voice
almost as if she is on helium. The
stereotype is a helium voice, really
nasal, really perky. So I go with that,
and then I sort of play around. I
acquire of course making funny faces
and making awkward sounds, but I
play with it that way. But, I start with
the broad stereotype of it.
And, on the other end of that,
someone like Liza Minnelli now
has quite a husky voice. To me that
is a husky sort of you know quality.
And I make sort of these guttural
noises. I do that because it is not just
for me, it’s for the audience to latch
on to something. Then it gives me
something to build on.
Shirley Bassey and Whitney
Houston are very similar placements
to me. They both almost always
sound like they are singing
completely full out at all times. I
mean, if you listen to a Shirley Bassey
song, every word is almost the most
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I try to pick the
features of a
person’s physicality
or voice and
highlight them in
an appropriate
manner to what I
am doing.
important word the whole way
through. That requires a lot of breath
support, and for me she is very
throaty. That is where it would sit
with me. So, that could be dangerous
to me. Then I have to figure out how
to get the sound out as each person,
how to do it safely and properly for
me.
Once I do that, vocally, then I
see if physicality helps, like holding
my face or my jaw in a certain way.
Not just for the performance factor,
but it sometimes helps me find the
placement of the person.
iSing: What do you think the
important elements to a successful
impression are?
CB: In my personal opinion it
is finding the balance of really
sounding like the artist and
presenting it in a way that is
impressive, dramatic, or comedic.
I think that many people can
impersonate the voice quality

of somebody, or many people
can impersonate the essence
of somebody. A lot of Cher
impersonators don’t sound as much
like her, but have her essence, and
look like her and move like her. I
don’t pretend to be an impersonator.
I don’t put on the costumes. I don’t
really have the goal of having a career
being Celine Dion’s stand-in. I just
really don’t have the stature. So I
try to pick the features of a person’s
physicality or voice and highlight
them in an appropriate manner to
what I am doing.
Sometimes I do something that
is quite serious. If I sing a Celine
Dion song in Celine Dion’s voice that
is a dramatic song, like Titanic or
something like that, “My Heart Will
Go On”, I don’t want the audience
laughing at that. I’d like for them to
have a little moment to where they
almost feel like Celine is in the room.
That is my goal for that moment.
But, if I am doing Celine Dion

SINGING CAREERS
singing, “Forget You” by Cee Lo it’s
alright if they laugh. So, I still want
to of course do an accurate vocal
impression, but I don’t want to ever
make the vocal impression always
the most important thing of that
moment.
I love performing in front of an
audience. And, I have to listen to the
audience. So, to me it is a healthy
balance between the performance
quality, and then the vocal quality of
it.
iSing: So, aside from straight ahead
impersonation work, including
this recent play and shows like
Forbidden Broadway, how else has
this skill helped you professionally?
CB: It has helped me in two ways.
As far as my career has gone it has
opened many, many more doors
for me than I would have thought.
Because fortunately not everybody
says, “She is the girl that does voices,
that means she can do voices.” Which
is fine, but it is very limiting. Instead
people say, “Oh, she can do all of
those voices. She can really embody
each of those people, she must be a
good actress.” And so people from
the world of voice-over, parody
review shows, and sketch comedy
are calling on me to be part of things
that require a versatile actor, and a
versatile vocalist. And, that is really
lovely.
My versatility as a musical theatre
performer has not always been a
good thing for me. A lot of people
who cast these shows look for very
specific types, and I don’t fall into a
specific type of category physically
or vocally. It doesn’t mean I can’t do
it. It just means that I am not a clearcut choice. Usually if you are not a
clear-cut choice you are probably not
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going to end up getting the part. So
it is nice to have something that has
sometimes been a hindrance, now
lead me to incredible opportunities.
I always did voices, but never took
ownership of it. Then I got a little
older, and I was in the business, and
I got a little more confident. I looked
at that audition notice for Forbidden
Broadway, and I thought, listening to
the cast album, I could probably do it.
I don’t think it would be embarrassing
if I went to this audition. So, I locked
myself in my apartment, and I taught
myself how to do a lot of these
impressions. Called my mom and said
hey does this sound like Bernadette
Peters. And, she said yeah it does. So,
when I went into the audition I knew I
wasn’t going to make a fool of myself.
But, I didn’t know how it was going
to be received. When I got the job
that was the first vote of confidence,
saying, “Hey, you can do this.”
That gave me the confidence and
motivation to take it further and try
more impressions. I put together
solo shows. It forced me to be more
creative, to put together a show that
appeals to everybody: the young
people who follow me on YouTube
and want to hear Britney Spears, the
people that really like my Broadway
impressions who want to hear the
more classic divas. So I wrote and
created some solo shows, which have,
thankfully, done really well.
iSing: Have any of the voices you do
cause you vocal issues?
CB: Certain voices I now realize
don’t hurt, but I do them in a way
where I notice a change in me. I used
to say, “I’ll do Kristin Chenoweth,
here it is”. Now I realize I sort of only
do it out of the right side. It feels like
it is the right side of my voice, which

My versatility as
a musical theatre
performer has not
always been a
good thing for me.

is a weird thing to say. But, now I
ask myself, “Are you putting your
head to the right when you are doing
something?” Are you straining?”
There are plenty of people I just
won’t do. I can’t do Carol Channing
or Elaine Stritch or Joan Rivers.
These are wonderful iconic voices,
which are very raspy. It is never going
to happen for me unless I have severe
vocal damage, which I hope never to
have.
iSing: Does the ability to
impersonate hinder or help your
own style in any way? Do you ever
worry about losing your identity as
a singer?
CB: I’ll answer the second part first. I
don’t worry about losing my identity
as a singer because I always sing in my
own voice. I am given opportunities
to do so both theatrically and for
concerts. One of my favourite things
to do is sing with symphonies. When
I sing with these symphonies I am
hired to sing in my own voice. I
am hired to sing jazzy songs and
Broadway standards and operatic
songs. Sometimes, because I do
impressions, they will say, “Can you
throw in an impression?” But, that is

CHRISTINA BIANCO
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always an addition to me.
What the impressions have done
to my voice? Nothing negative. And,
I do think that in a way it has kept
my voice more limber, more flexible.
People expect me to sort of turn out,
“Oh can you sing this?” “Can you
sing the “Glitter and be Glib” parody
from Forbidden Broadway?”, which
is a parody of Leonard Bernstein’s
“Glitter and be Gay”. It is a very
difficult song, I don’t sing that on a
regular basis.
I don’t typically sit at home and
say, “Let me just sing “Glitter and be
Gay” today”. But, I should. [laugh].
Because I am going to be asked to do
it, every now and then.
iSing: Let’s talk about Bonnie
Tyler’s, ‘Total Eclipse Of The
Heart’. You posted it on YouTube
last August, it now has had over 7
million views. Why do you think it’s
been so popular?
CB: I don’t know, is the honest
answer. I’d put out videos before then
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and since then that I thought had
some of the same elements, none of
them did that well. Typically with the
Internet world it is chance: the right
place, the right time.
If I’m pressed I say it was a
combination of these things. I think
that a lot of the videos that go viral
on YouTube are ones that are not
polished. I mean my video’s sound
and visual qualities were so poor. My
friend was holding up a camera over
the person’s head in front of her just
for the heck of it, just for me to have
some record of what I did. It was the
first time I was trying anything like
that. I think people respond to that
style on YouTube.
I also think that it is a song
that everybody knows. Young
kids know it. I mean even One
Direction covered it! Adults know
it, grandparents know it. It is a song
that is iconic.
iSing: You met Bonnie Tyler on
the Paul O’Grady Show. Did she
comment about it?
CB: She was the best. That was one
of the coolest moments of my life.
Bonnie Tyler was so nice and so
supportive. She got a kick out of it. I
mean, plenty of people have parodied
that song in one way or another.
Nobody can sing it like Bonnie. She
has one of the most distinct iconic
voices there is. I cannot impersonate
Bonnie Tyler because she has such a
raspy voice; she has got this grit and
this fire behind it. So, she thought
that this was hysterical to hear her
classic sung in the voice of Barbra
Streisand or Celine Dion. She got a
kick out of that she said, you know.
And, the writer of the song, Jim
Steinman, actually contacted me, and

he said how much he loved it too.
iSing: Do you have any tips for
a singer who might be adding
impersonation or character voices
as part of their skill set?
CB: I would start with people who
you think your voice is similar to.
Because the last thing I want is
somebody hurting himself or herself.
If you listen to somebody and think
that person’s voice really sounds
similar to mine, then you probably
could get a little impression of that
person. Maybe it is not a matter of
changing your placement or your
tone at that point. Maybe it’s your
pronunciation, or trying to slow the
speed of your vibrato, or speeding it
up. That’s a good way to start because
even if you are very, very strong
singer and you have a very strong
voice, you might not be able to do
impressions in a way that won’t hurt

Watch On YouTube
Watch Diva Impressions “Total Eclipse of the Heart”

yourself. The last thing I want is for
people saying, “Oh I can do that”,
and jumping into an impression
that might be too rough. So, I would
say start with something close to
your voice, and build it from there.
Because it is like any muscle, you
have to stretch it, you have to work it.
And you will become more flexible.
You just have to take it one thing at a
time.

CHRISTINA BIANCO
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iSing: So, how do you keep fit for
performance?
CB: Well, I warm up. I believe in
singing a lot. I am not one of those
people that has a set of warmups I have done everyday for my
whole life. I don’t do that. I do need
different warm-ups for different
types of performance and different
show lengths. So, it is a case-by-case
basis for me. But, there are certain
warm-ups that keep me centred and
grounded in my own voice. I sort
of always start with the same 3 or 4
exercises.
And, I then build on from that and
do what I need in order to support
my singing. If I am singing for a
very long time my warm-up is going
to be shorter. If I am singing for a
short amount of time, I have a oneshot chance; I am probably going to
warm-up a little longer.
A physical warm-up is definitely
key, particularly for the show I
am doing right now [Application
Pending] because I am sitting down
the whole time. Half the time I am
talking, doing these crazy voices
and my entire core is completely
scrunched over a desk. So, I try
to make sure I am aligned and
comfortable. I guess to put myself in
a position where I am prepared. You
never know what is going to happen

onstage.
It is wonderful that we all are
told to practice and sing with our
feet shoulder-width apart and nice
flat feet, flat shoes, being grounded.
But, that is not really how you are
going to perform is it? Probably
not. [laugh]. So, I just try to prepare
for all possible scenarios, and try
to make sure I am physically and
vocally warmed up.
iSing: Where do you see yourself in
the next 5 years?
CB: I hope that I am still doing live
performances all over the world,
hopefully to even bigger audiences,
where I get to do my own show, my
own creation. Doing impressions
as well as singing in my own voice.
I love doing that. And, as long as
there is an audience for it I am going
to keep doing it, and keep trying to
make it happen.
I’d love to, while I am doing
that, always still be singing with
symphonies. I would love to have, at
the same time, probably a theatrical
piece, Broadway, West End. Where
I get to sing as me. Not playing
multiple characters. Playing one
character. I am capable of that.
And, various people let me do that
nowadays. [laugh]
If I can travel around doing my
own show, my own creation, that
would be icing on the cake. And,

also, at the same time, get to be sort
of that vessel for somebody else’s
work and do it as me without the
many voices. That would be fantastic.
I would love to put out a live CD
of one of my shows and also have
a nice in-studio CD. That way you
get a little bit of everything again.
Just keep it up, keep growing and
being challenged with unique vocal

Watch On YouTube
Watch Diva Impressions “Let It Go”

challenges.
When you can do what you love
and particularly if you are working
really hard at it, to be appreciated
for the work you have done, does
feel good. So, so far, so good. I am
happy.■

GET SOCIAL
with CHRISTINA

CURRENTLY IN COMEDY SERIES “IMPRESS ME” AS ‘BIANCA’ ON POPTV.COM
May 14 – 25th. “Party of
One” Christina’s solo show.
Hippodrome, London, UK.

Buy Tickets
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June 5th. Broadway
Divas with the Edmonton
Symphony.
Winspear Centre,
Edmonton, Canada.
Buy Tickets

June 25-27th . Broadway
Standing Ovations. National
Arts Centre, Ottawa, Canada.

Buy Tickets
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DENOSH BENNETT EXPLORES
THE INS AND OUTS OF BEING
A WORKING SINGER

WORKING SINGER
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“THE SOUL FAMILY”

The Importance of a Singing
Family with Natalie Williams

A

s a professional dancer, I
was fortunate to be a part of
various dance groups, working
with other dancers at my performing
arts school, dance studios, and even
on jobs. There was always a great
sense of community because dancers
are often put together to create a work
of art. We audition, practice, and
perform together. Unfortunately, I
didn’t have the same experience when
I became a professional singer.
Once I left my church choir and
embarked on the path to becoming
a recording artist, I felt somewhat
alone and isolated. I even tried my
hand at being in a girl group because
I loved harmonies and missed the
fellowship that creating music with
others brings. But it’s common in
music as a singer to often work alone.
In a vocal lesson, you work one-onone with your vocal coach. In the
recording studio, it’s often only you
and the producer. Unless they’re a
part of a band, Broadway or West End
show, or in a church choir, singers
can find themselves without a team
or support system. Unlike when
Sister Sledge sings “We are family, I
got all my sisters with me….get up
everybody and sing!” I had no other
singing ‘brothers and sisters’ in the
game. Even in my journey moving
from New York to LA, it was a task
to find the singing community. I
eventually found out that it did in fact
exist, but it was ever-changing from
face to face and from place to place.
Like an orphan, I really wanted a
place to belong and people to belong
to. I needed a family. Not family, as in
people affiliated by birth or marriage,
but as in a community or village.
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DENOSH BENNETT TALKS TO NATALIE WILLIAMS AND HER SOUL FAMILY

In 2012 when I began working with
Robbie Williams as a backing vocalist,
I met a very talented group of brass
players called the Atlantic Horns.
One of the members, Mark Brown,
invited me to watch them perform at
the legendary Ronnie Scott’s Jazz club
in the heart of London. I just thought
it was going to be a nice, chilled
evening out. Amidst an intimate and
dimly lit stage, surrounded by some
of London’s young. hot, musical
talent stood a beautiful, sultry,
soulful chanteuse. She was poised,
effortless and mesmerizing in her
stature and made singing look as
though it was as easy as breathing.
Her name is Natalie Williams, and she
is the brains and beauty behind The
Natalie Williams Soul Family. Shortly
after she captured my attention, she
was joined on stage by three other
incredibly talented vocalists, all of
who have had credible solo success
and happen to be the most in-demand
singers on the UK music scene. The
energy in the room was alive and
buzzing, and what began as a relaxing

evening out quickly turned into a
hip-swaying, hand–clapping, funky,
finger-snapping jam session! I was so
inspired to finally see and experience
a community and support for singers
that I had long been searching for and
had only briefly experienced back
home. But what’s so special about this
group was the diversity, range, talent,
humility, and support that existed
amongst them and allowed them to
come together from their individual
lives on Sunday night to create a
‘musical feast’ for themselves and true
music lovers to enjoy.
Being back in London for Robbie
Williams tour rehearsals again, I had
the opportunity to catch up with
Natalie and family, to get to know her
and her crew and how they balance
their individual solo careers and find
time to come together and break
musical bread together! I even joined
the family when they invited me to
sing their finale song last Sunday.
Check out the interview and get
to know The Natalie Williams Soul
Family.■
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PIECES OF ADVICE FOR
SINGING LONGEVITY &
SUCCESS
Be versatile. Be able to jump into many situations
(whether it’s fronting a band, being a backing vocalist,
doing recording sessions or vocal workshops). The
more strings to your bow, the more you will work.

Be super friendly and learn who is who around you. Years ago my
good friend Sharlene Hector (Basement Jaxx) taught me to always ask
the sound guy his name (if you’ve not worked together before) and tell
him/her you name. People appreciate that and they are the ones that
make you sound good, so politeness will go a long way…

3

As a singer it is important to know what goes on in the band behind
you. Know your keys and tempos and how to lead and conduct a band.
Don’t be one of those singers that’s clueless when it comes down to
the music. The musicians will respect that and it makes gigging and
playing together far more enjoyable for everyone.

Take risks. Throw yourself into situations that are out of your comfort
zone. It’ll only make you grown as a musician, and learn/write new
music/songs on a regular basis. It helps keep things fresh. Make the
music your own. There are many copy cats out there and there needn’t
be. This is your voice! Inspire other people with YOUR sound.

5

2
4

Make your own gigs happen. It can start with a small gig you put on yourself in a local bar,
pub or venue and turn into something much bigger down the line. Be prepared to put your
own money into a project to try and take it off the ground. These kinds of things usually
start snow balling and can become a real success if you stick at it. Surround yourself by
talented musicians and singers. It feeds the soul and is always an inspiration!
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LISTEN TO THE SOUL FAMILY

BUTTERFLY - NATALIE WILLIAMS & THE SOUL FAMILY

GET SOCIAL

with THE SOUL FAMILY

DENOSH BENNETT

D

enosh Bennett is a Canadian-born singer, dancer
and artistic director with 2 decades of experience
in the entertainment industry. Her versitility and
broad résumé has led her to tour as a dancer and/
or backing vocalist with many international artists
including Faith Evans, Justin Timberlake, Alicia
Keys, Drake, Whitney Houston, Robbie Williams, Demi
Lovato and Rihanna.

http://DenoshBennett.com
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the
ARTIST FAQ: JONNIE OWEN,
LEAD SINGER OF ELECTRONICA
BAND BLOODFLOWER

ARTIST FAQ
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JONNIE OWEN

ello again! In this issue of iSing we are excited to

Liverpool Sound City and Focus Wales, and a

introduce you to Jonnie Owen, the lead singer of

recent headline slot for Club NME at London’s

minimalist electronica group Bloodflower.

Bloodflower is a collaboration between Jonnie and his

long-time friend and producer Tom Manning. The duo

legendary KOKO venue.
Edith Bowman also recently handpicked
Bloodflower to perform at the launch of her new book.

entered Monnow Valley Studios (Manic Street Preachers,

We met Jonnie at the Genesis Cinema in London a

Spiritualized, Portishead) to work on a few ideas together.

couple of weeks ago and had a chat with him about his

What started out as a creative experiment has progressed
into a long-term musical partnership, bolstered by their
full live band setup.
Bloodflower’s choice live performances include
a live debut at SWN Festival, appearances at the
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music career and asked for some advice for aspiring artists.
Hope you enjoy it!

Luke & George
(The Vocalzone team)

ARTIST FAQ
IS SPONSORED BY

ARTIST FAQ

SINGING CAREERS

LISTEN TO
Bloodflower on Soundcloud

Jonnie - Bloodflower - Monmouth Festival

BLOODFLOWER INFO:
On June 15th Bloodflower will release ‘Noise EP’,
featuring the single ‘People/Places’ that came out in
January of this year and the new single: ‘Run’
Their previous singles ‘Indigo’, ‘Horizon’ and ‘People/
Places’ have received acclaim from the likes of Huw
Stephens & Jen Long/Ally McCrae on BBC Radio 1, John
Kennedy on XFM, Chris Hawkins on BBC Radio 6, Jim
Gellatly & Shell Zenner on Amazing Radio, Q Radio,
Music Week, the405, Artrocker and Drowned in Sound.

GET SOCIAL
with BLOODFLOWER
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Are You A Cookie Cutter
Artist?

MIND, BODY & SOUL

vocal

HEALTH

TOP LA ENT SPECIALIST
DR. REENA GUPTA, SHARES
SOME TOP TIPS FOR MAINTAINING
YOUR VOCAL HEALTH

VOCAL HEALTH

MIND, BODY & SOUL

h
Managing Your
Non-Singing
g
u
o
r
Activities
Vocal Workload t h

Few words bring more dread to the performer than “vocal rest. When I see a haemorrhage,
laryngitis, or other problem and recommend voice rest, it is inevitably followed by
questions of, what counts as voice use? Whether the singer is simply unsure about the
answer or trying to negotiate upcoming vocal responsibilities, it is important to understand
what does count so the singer can make an educated decision.

Whispering

We will start with the most
controversial of all forms of voice
use – the whisper.
Often cited as being worse
than shouting, whispering is
equally often described as a safe
alternative to voice use. How can
these polar opposites both be
true? The variable that determines
which camp your whisper falls
into is simple: you. How you
whisper—and for how long—
determines whether or not it is
injurious.
Whispering involves squeezing
the false vocal folds towards the
midline.
False vocal folds should be
very relaxed in healthful voice
use. Whispering allows true
vocal folds to stay open by using
false vocal fold movement to
shape the sound wave. Although
the true vocal folds themselves
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aren’t touching, whispering may
become problematic in these
scenarios:
• Habitual false vocal fold use –
If whispering for too long, false
vocal fold engagement may
become habitual. Reversing this
erroneous muscular activation
becomes very difficult for some
people and may require the
assistance of a vocal therapist.
Until it is reversed, true vocal
fold injury can occur.
• Discomfort – Some people
whisper in a way that results
in pain. This is due to how
their body produces a whisper.
This can result in chronic
ligament pain and muscular
misalignment. Pain is a sign

that the voice is being used
incorrectly, regardless if it is to
whisper or shout.
• Incorrect technique – This is
often referred to as the audible
whisper. When whispering,
it should be hard to hear
the speaker. However, the
frustrated artist may whisper
at such a volume that vocal
fold contact is inadvertently
occurring. This negates the
whole benefit of voice rest.
The essential point is to avoid
whispering unless you know
that you will not fall into any of
the above scenarios. Since this
is impossible for most voice
users, common practice is to not
whisper.

VOCAL HEALTH

MIND, BODY & SOUL

Talking

This may be obvious but few
singers realize the impact of
their speaking voice on their
singing voice. Most singers have
reasonably good vocal technique
when singing. However, when
speaking, that technique goes
out the window. I analogize
speaking to walking. If you walk
incorrectly all day, perhaps with a
limp, and then try to run 5 miles

Coughing,
Throat Clearing

These are well-appreciated nono’s for the voice. The volume of
a cough suggests that vocal fold
contact is as forceful as shouting.
Similarly, throat clearing results
in a significant frictional contact
of the vocal folds. The most
important tip to resolving these
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at the end of that day, your leg
muscles will be fatigued from a
day’s worth of incorrect posturing.
Running will be very difficult
and probably painful. Similarly,
speaking incorrectly will result
in premature muscular fatigue so
that singing becomes much more
challenging. Injury also is more
likely. The most common errors
with speaking voice are:
• Pressed phonation: This is
difficult to identify to the
untrained ear. Many women
press their voices lower, using
compensatory muscle, such as
the tongue and strap muscles,
to lower their pitch and sound
more authoritative. This is
subconscious and often leads
to vocal fry and other injurious
speaking patterns. Men may
do this as well, particularly if

their natural speaking voice
is higher-pitched than they
would like.
• Rapid speech: The performer
rarely stops performing when
the lights go down. The artist’s
animated speaking pattern
usually leaves little time for an
adequate breath. This means it
is not supported and probably
not healthy.
• Frequent voice use: The same
personality concept applies
to frequency of speech. It
is rare that performers shut
down voice use when they are
not singing. More often, they
are on the phone, out with
friends, or at a loud venue. This
combination is a significant
workload on the voice and
fatigues the instrument before
it has a chance to make music.

problems is identifying why they
are occurring. Common reasons
include:
• Allergies: post nasal drip from
allergies will cause throat
clearing
• Illness: Most illnesses start in
the nose, resulting in increased
mucous production and
postnasal drip.
• Reflux: Far less commonly,
acid from the stomach can
regurgitate backwards and
contact the larynx, producing
inflammation and mucous
resulting in throat clearing.
• Vocal fold injury: Polyps,
nodules, and other vocal
fold growths will result in a
sensation that makes the voice
user want to clear their throat.

Videostroboscopy may
be combined with flexible
laryngoscopy (through the nose)
to determine the cause of throat
clearing.

VOCAL HEALTH

MIND, BODY & SOUL

the recommendation of vocal
rest. This puts them at risk for
permanent injury if they are
being placed on voice rest for
a hemorrhage or laryngitis.
How can you know if you are
complying with voice rest? If I can
hear you, you aren’t.■

“Just one…”

Just one song, voiceover
recording, interview, and gig…
the plea I hear most often from
my singers on voice rest. The
unfortunate reality is that be
it one, or several “just ones”,
each episode of voice use defies

VOCAL HEALTH IS SPONSORED BY
OSBORNE HEAD & NECK INSTITUTE

DR. REENA GUPTA

Dr.

Reena Gupta is the Director of the Division of
Voice and Laryngology at the Osborne Head
and Neck Institute (LA, California). She is a laryngologist/voice specialist who has devoted her career to caring
for professional voice users. Dr. Gupta’s desire to care for
voice patients stems from her passion for the vocal arts.
She began singing in elementary school and continued
through college and medical school, while pursuing her
love for the art of medicine. She completed residency
at New York University School of Medicine in Head and
Neck Surgery and the prestigious fellowship in Laryngology and Care of the Professional Voice at Drexel University College of Medicine. Dr. Gupta strongly believes in
advocating for performers and designs treatment plans
that enable her patients to thrive in their careers.

http://www.ohniww.org
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Suffering from writer’s
block?

CREATIVITY

MIND, BODY & SOUL

How to Fight Writer's Block.

C

reative block is the bane of every artist’s existence, regardless of art form. I know the plight of
a singer-songwriter all too well. On one particular day you can write a solid verse in under 15 minutes,
and on another day you are one word that rhymes with
”love” away from pulling your hair out. Why? I don’t
have the neuro-psycho-scientific answer for that, but I
have discovered a helpful daily exercise called Morning
Pages that is helping me free my creative mind and I am
happy to share it with you.
Morning Pages is a daily exercise of free form writing
meant to help the brain unload any negative thoughts,
limiting ideas, or even simple tasks that need to get
done, so that we can be free to create. I was introduced
to this process by a friend who read The Artist’s Way,
and we’ve been using The Artist’s Way workbook to go
through the weekly tasks and writing prompts. (The
book is not absolutely necessary for the daily exercise,
but there are definitely some mornings when I need the
extra push.)
Okay, here’s how it works: You wake up a half hour
earlier every day and write 3 pages—anything and
everything that comes to your mind. Sounds simple
enough, doesn’t it? Don’t underestimate it, though. The
challenge is not in the actual exercise but in the daily
repetition of it, which allows us to dig deeper over time
so that we can get down to the real reasons behind our
creative blocks.

SOPHIA MOON

There are no real rules. You can make a checklist of
things that need to get done for the day, or write out the
range of thoughts floating around in your head. Sometimes, I make doodles in the margins, vent for a page
and a half about some person that pissed me off, or relive a feel-good moment. I really love the early morning
process but my friend Terri finds her morning routine
cumbersome, so she has been working on what she calls
“Anytime Pages” and fits it in whenever she can.
Creative blocks are those ugly, annoying thoughts
that clog our brains to the point that we cannot reach
our inner creative. Sometimes, these thoughts are the
self-doubting inner voices that kindle a fear of failure
or trigger obsessive perfectionism; other times they
are the seemingly harmless clutter of to-do items flying through our brains trying to keep us on top of our
busy, busy lives. The trouble is, we often ignore these
thoughts instead of addressing them. The harder we try
to suppress some thoughts, the stronger they fight to
be acknowledged, thus making them bigger and louder
inside our heads, ultimately creating major blockage
to the thoughts and ideas we do want to let through.
Morning Pages are a way to document our thoughts and
allow our brain to let go of all of the clutter.
Be honest and be open with yourself. This is not for
anyone else to read or critique. It is not intended to be
a literary work of genius. It is your process. Commit to
the process and find clarity for creativity.■

Sophia is a seasoned recording artist, singer-songwriter
& performance coach with an entrepreneurial spirit.
She released her solo album, Staring Back at Me, on
iTunes in 2009. In prior years, she co-founded a record
label (Fifth Street) and released an album (No Limit)
with two featured artists from the label. Most recently
she released the single, Real Thing; and started her own
boutique marketing agency, JaggerMoon Creative Group.

http://iamsophiamoon.com
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HOW TO TAKE THE SIMPLE LBW (LITTLE
BLACK DRESS) AND ADAPT IT TO FIVE
DIFFERENT MUSICAL GENRES

MIND, BODY & SOUL
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THE SIMPLE LBD FOR

S

THE LOOK BOOK

DIFFERENT GENRES
BY LAYLA RUDKIN

truggling to find something to wear on your next gig? Here’s some help to take your
basic Little Black Dress and turn it into something stageworthy. Don’t have an LBD?
Get one. It will be your fail-safe and will always answer that, “What shall I wear?”
question.
There are so many great LBDs out there, from body con to A-line or shift. Pick one that fits
your figure, flatters your best assets, and fits your budget. You don’t have to spend a fortune to
look like a million dollars.
Dress for the impact. You can accessorise to the max so that you stand out on that stage.
Remember, everyone will be looking at you so if you’re comfortable and confident, the
crowd will be too.
Take a look at the different styles below (NB: Price and availability may vary)
Midi Dress
River Island
£35
Oversized
H&M
£19.99

Ribbed Midi Bodycon
Topshop
£22

Strappy Bodicon
New Look
£9.99
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A-Line
Boohoo
£12

THE LOOK BOOK

MIND, BODY & SOUL
Country
So you’re a country singer. Take your LBD, throw on a denim jacket,
grab a checked shirt and your cowboy boots and show them what you’ve
got. We love Henry Holland funk denim below. Love this but on budget?
Customise your own with badges or iron-on transfers. Tie your checked
shirt around your waist for an edgier look.
New Look
Red or Dead
@ Schuh

Henry
Holland

Pop
Here you can go wild, bling it up, and add some sparkle. Try adding
something sparkly over the top of your dress or throw on some extra glam
shoes and you’re ready to go. A cropped sequin shirt will add texture to
your outfit and will reflect light on stage, making sure all eyes are on you.

New Look

Motel
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H&M

THE LOOK BOOK
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Rock
Grab the leather! Pull on those Doc Martens. Grab some fashion tights to
break up the black or make a statement with some bright colours. We love
these red Doc Martens. These would be a solid investment and will last
you a lifetime. Studs are key whether they’re featured on your jacket or on
an accessory such as a belt. Make sure they’re involved in your outfit.
Super
Drug
Dr Martens

Fabshopper
R&B
Keep it simple here. Throw on a classic white blazer and your favourite heels
and you’re good to go. A well-fitted blazer should be key in your wardrobe. The white will be illuminated on stage so that you can be clearly seen.
Again, black heels are a staple. If you don’t own multiple pairs, ensure you
have some that are comfy and you can rely on for glamming up any outfit.
Boohoo

Topshop

House of
Fraser

Hip hop
Keep it casual, take your dress grab them Nike’s, a bit of bling, and
head for the stage. Layer your jewellery for maximum effect. Different lengths of delicate jewellery is way on trend at the moment and
because it’s not bulky it won’t be heavy and get in your way.
Topshop
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Perception of
Your Voice Reality?
Is Your

I

t seems as if the simple answer
is yes. With a qualifier: it’s your
reality.

What does that mean?
Well, we all have a filter through
which we view our world. This filter
is made up of all of our beliefs.
Those beliefs can be conscious, or
more importantly, unconscious.
This filter is also made up of our
habits and conditioning.
All of this forms neural networks
in the brain and acts as a form of
software for our life.
Everything we do in our life, including singing, is run through this
software and our perception is then
clouded by this software program.
With this in mind, is your reality
really real? Or I could say, is your
perception of reality accurate or is it
clouded by your software program?
Why does one person refer
to the proverbial glass as half
full while the other person
says the same glass is half
empty?
The answer is because of what
each one brings to the glass in the
form of his/her conditioning or
software.
The glass is just a glass with some
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liquid in it. You give it the quality of
half full or half empty and then all
the “stories” that go along with each
of those choices.
Lets look quickly at what I mean
by “stories”.
In the case of the glass half full,
the software running (which creates
the stories) is probably one that is
programmed with some optimism,
a sense of things working out, confidence, abundance, energy, joy etc.
In the case of the glass half empty, the software (which creates the
stories) is probably programmed
more on the pessimistic side. Perhaps this is a sense of things not
always working out well, a lack of
confidence, more of an awareness
of lack and limitation, not as much
energy and not as much joy.
So what does this have to do
with your singing?
Well, fortunately or unfortunately
(depending on whether you view
the glass as half full or half empty),
it has everything to do with your
singing!
And this is why: as far as your
singing goes, you will only let yourself feel that you are as good a singer as your software allows you to
feel, whether or not it is true!

“

MINDSET
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Don’t judge
yourself or get discouraged,
just notice with a sense of
interest or curiosity.”

You hear your voice through your software programming, which is years of beliefs about yourself, your
voice, and life. As discussed, these are conscious and
unconscious, mostly unconscious.
This software acts like a pair of headphones that distort and color the voice, preventing you from hearing
what you actually sound like.
And, even if you can hear it, you’ll zero in on the negative aspects rather than all the good stuff.
If this resonates with you and you can see yourself in
this, there is hope!
What You Can Do?
The beginning of shifting this pattern and rewriting the software comes with a willingness to simply be
aware of the pattern without judgement.
It’s a form of a technique called Mindfulness.
Simply become aware of your tendency to focus on

MICHAEL GOODRICH

the things in your voice you don’t like and just notice
that. Don’t judge yourself or get discouraged, just notice
with a sense of interest or curiosity.
Ask yourself, “What is the payoff for me to keep doing this?” Again, no judgement here, just an honest
question.
Now make a conscious choice to find 3 to 5 things
that you really appreciate, like, or even love about your
voice every time you finish singing or vocalizing! Do
this immediately upon finishing.
The more enthusiastic you can be the better. The second you stop singing or vocalizing, train yourself to do
this.
This will begin to rewrite the program and you will
be on your way to hearing your voice the way it is and
putting yourself on the path to becoming the singer you
want to be.■

A

master voice teacher, Michael has worked with singers and actors
such as Mike Myers, Dakota Fanning, David Hasselhoff, Andy Garcia,
Luke Perry, Tom Bosley, Tony Award winner Sutton Foster and many more.
He’s worked with Broadway performers from shows such as Jersey
Boys, Shrek, Young Frankenstein, Thoroughly Modern Millie, Les
Miserables, Tommy, The Phantom of the Opera, RENT, Chicago, Jekyll &
Hyde, The Rocky Horror Show, 42nd Street, AIDA, and Beauty and the
Beast.
Michael created Singing with Presence and The Inner Singer, utilizing
his 30 plus years of teaching voice and performance, plus his lifelong
commitment and study in personal growth and the latest in neuroscience.
He has been a regular contributor to BackStage and BackStage West with
his Vocalease column. Michael also worked as an adjunct professor at the
University of Southern California teaching advanced voice.
Check out his podcast, The Inner Singer with information and actionable
tools to help you overcome that negative inner voice.

Inner Singer Podcast
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Are you a

Cookie-Cutter Artist?
by Lori Bumgarner

IMAGE BUILDING
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One of my favorite shows is ABC’s
Shark Tank, and I love this Mark
Cuban quote: “When you’ve got
10,000 people trying to do the same
thing, why would you want to be
number 10,001?”
’ve said it before and I’ll say it
again...as an aspiring artist, you
have to know what makes you
stand out from all the other (and
many more than just 10,000!) aspiring artists out there. If you don’t
know what makes you unique, then
it’s time for some self-reflection. If
you do know but can’t articulate
it, it’s time for some branding and
media coaching. Once you can
articulate your uniqueness, you will
be able to get even more out of your
investment in artist development
services such as image consulting.

I

The Process
When I work with clients
through the image consulting process, I dig deep to find out about
their unique experiences. Yes,
you may have grown up singing
in church. Everybody has to start
somewhere and that’s where many
people begin. But, since that is such
a common story, you have to be
able to tell a more detailed account
of why your start in church, or
where it led you, is unique from all
the others who got their start there.
Yes, one of your biggest influences might be Garth Brooks, but who
is someone who has influenced you
that may be unexpected or obscure?
Because, trust me, if I’m bored with
hearing the same stories again and
again so are the other industry execs and music fans.
You cannot get by with a cookie-cutter story, just like you can’t
get by with a cookie-cutter look.
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You cannot get by with a cookie-cutter story, just like you can’t
get by with a cookie-cutter look.
I mean, do you really think anyone wants to see another wannabe
country singer with an album cover
shot by an amateur photographer
taken on railroad tracks wearing a
wallet chain and using the Bleeding
Cowboy font for the album’s title?
It just screams amateur and most
likely will get tossed in the trash.
You have to come to the table
looking and sounding like you’ve
already made it. Otherwise, the
money spent on recording, studio
time and production is a complete
waste. If your image is cookie-cutter, no one will take you seriously.
How To Discover and Share
Your Uniqueness
One way to find out what makes
you unique is to ask for HONEST
feedback from people who have
heard you sing (this includes the
music industry experts you are paying for their advice). Ask them what
they see as your strengths and your
weaknesses and what they think
makes you different and quirky.
You should seek this feedback from
friends and professionals who are
not afraid to tell you the truth (so
maybe leave Mom out of the equation on this one). This is just one of
several techniques we use in working with our clients to help them
build an image that is congruent
with their personality and music so
that it is also authentic.
Next, you have to learn to be a
storyteller, being able to paint a
picture of who you are with your
audience. This may be easy to do in
your songwriting, but not so easy
to do in meetings with labels or in

media interviews where you have to
answer specific questions. You can
start preparing now by reviewing
samples of those commonly asked
questions in the appendix of
the Amazon #1 bestselling book
Advance Your Image or by setting
up a coaching session with us.

Despite the fact that some of
the stuff heard on the radio these
days sounds cookie-cutter, I can
guarantee you there was something
not-so-cookie-cutter about those
artists that got the attention of the
decision makers who put them on
the radio. What are you doing differently to garner their attention?■

L

CONNECT
with LORI

ori Bumgarner is the owner
of paNASH Style, a Nashvillebased image consulting company
for musicians from a variety of
genres. Lori works with clients all
over the US and internationally
to help them present an image
that authentically reflects the
artist’s music and personality by
developing their brand, their look,
and their presentation in the media.

the

BIZ
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MARKETING
PASSING IT ON
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Kari Kimmel - How Being Diverse
Turned Into Over 500 Licensed
Placements
Ask The Marketing Expert:
Brad Lazarus

Teaching Voice To Beginner
Adults

KARI KIMMEL

THE BIZ

HOW BEING DIVERSE TURNED FROM A DISADVANTAGE TO AN ADVANTAGE

KARI KIMMEL

D

etermined from a young
age to pursue a career as a
singer, Kari Kimmel, is a
perfect example of a singer who is not
afraid of working hard to ensure her
dreams are fulfilled. She has traveled
from being a signed artist to being
totally independent, with everything
in between. Kari has figured out how
to navigate this tricky and complex
industry making a name for herself as
an industry go to singer/songwriter.
Her songs feature in over 300
movies, TV shows and adverts such
as: Shall We Dance, Footloose, Pitch
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Perfect, Dreamgirls, Ella Enchanted,
White Chicks, WALL-E, The Office,
10 Things I Hate About You, The
Young and the Restless, The Bold &
The Beautiful, Arrow, Good Luck
Charlie, New Girl, Pretty Little Liars,
The Vampire Diaries, and The Good
Wife to name a few!
Let’s find out how Kari built her
career, what she’s learned and the
strategies she’s developed for getting
songs placed.
iSing: What were your career goals

when you first started out?
KK: In the beginning it was to take
over the world, and be something
giant. (laughs) A pop singer. But I
never liked traveling much. I had no
desire to tour, but I love performing
and I love creating. That’s my
favourite part, creating the music,
whether that be writing or in the
studio or whatever. You know looking
back now obviously I didn’t take
over the world by becoming the next
Mariah Carey.
But I am doing what I do in the
way that I think suits me best. This

KARI KIMMEL

THE BIZ
way I am actually able to enjoy life
the most. I love being in the spotlight,
but also behind the scenes too.
iSing: You have been signed as an
artist, can you tell us more about
that?
KK: I’ve been signed as an artist twice
actually. After the first publishing
deal I signed a record deal. We
couldn’t figure out a direction,
which actually wound up working
to my benefit later on. When I was
signed to Atlantic it was hard to
figure out if I was pop singer, singer/
songwriter, or R&B. I loved so many
different types of music. Every time
I would work with a producer who
specialized in a style like R&B or in
Rock the head of the label would say,
“that’s the new single!” Then another
song would come in that was totally
different. It was like the genres were
all over the place. A year and a half
passed, and I finally realized I my
record was never coming out. It was
so all over the place that it wasn’t
even close to being a record yet. So,
I asked out of my deal. Everyone
thought I was crazy because it is hard
to get a record deal.
A few months after that I signed
another deal with Virgin. I got all
the way to the end of my album.
They were just about to mix, and the
president who was also producing
my album, got fired. Everyone he was
working on got dropped. I was the
last one to get dropped. I was upset
at first, but in the long run I wound
up realizing that this was the absolute
best thing that could have happened.
They wound up having to pay me
to drop me. I did the album the way
I wanted to do it. I started on the
hard road because I now was doing
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it on my own, and I had to figure
it out. I feel like I did. I was able to
power through and grass roots it in
a way, to find this niche of film and
TV and promos, ad trailers, basically
licensing songs.
iSing:Who were your early
influences as a writer?
KK: Carol King, loved her writing.
I actually really love her voice even
if people say she is not a singer. She
conveys the emotion in her songs
better than the singers who covered
her songs. Bonnie Raitt is probably
my favourite singer. And, I love Elton
John and Sheryl Crow’s writing.
So, those are probably my biggest
influences.
iSing:What instruments do you play,
and how important is that to your
song writing?
KK: I play piano mostly and a bit of
guitar. I write a lot of different ways.
But, probably the main way that I
write is sitting at the piano. Being
able to play an instrument to write
is pretty important to me but I also
try not to let it limit me because a
lot of times I will sit down to a piano
and end up writing a ballad. A lot of
times I just hear the production and
everything in my head, so the piano
just serves as a base. Sometimes I will
just use it for the bass notes then we
build the track from there.
iSing:Who is we?
KK: My production partner, Joe. He
is amazing, plays everything I don’t
play, and also mixes. We have formed
a really great collaboration over the
past 4 years. I tend to have a very
clear vision but when I don’t Joe will
take it in a direction that I could have

never imagined, which is always fun
too. Typically I write alone then I
bring him in on the production side.
iSing: Do you do any kind of vocal
training?
KK: Well, that’s an interesting
question. I never did, and I still don’t,
but last year I sang with Ringo Starr
a lot. We did the Beatles Tribute. I
was in the house band singing the
backgrounds for all of the artists
pretty much all that night. Then I
sang at the Grammy’s, and at another
event where there were a lot of artists
I sang backgrounds for as well. It
wound up being like two and a half
weeks straight of singing. My voice
was not used to that.
Normally I never warm-up, just go
into the studio and my warm-up is
singing. But I realize now that there is
a lot to warming-up, especially if you
are going to put your voice through
that kind of workout every day for
two and a half weeks straight. When
we were done with all of that I could
barely talk for two weeks. It is back
like 95%, but, I have noticed some
changes since that period of time
which was like January-February
of last year. It was horrible. I really
learned the hard way.
Now whenever I have anything like
that I really warm up.
iSing: Do you have a writing
process?
KK: People ask me about this a lot,
and I always feel like my answer
is not really a great one. I totally
shut my brain off and try to let my
emotions take over. The less cerebral
influence that I have the better. That
is why I usually write better after a
glass of wine. [laugh].

Unintentionally or
subconsciously I started writing songs
that were a little less specific. Now I am
doing that on purpose.

Like for instance my song “Black”.
I don’t even remember writing the
song. I remember being up late one
night, 2 or 3 in the morning. My son
was asleep, so I actually had time
to write. And, I just started writing
this song. I was just sitting at the
piano and just all the lyrics and the
melody just kind of came out. I woke
up the next morning, re-read all the
lyrics and listened back to what I’d
recorded, and I was like, what the
heck! I don’t even know what this
means. That has happened quite a
few times where the next day I don’t
even remember writing it. It is almost
like the lyrics just kind of write
themselves in a way.
iSing: At what point did you
realize that you could make
money from music?
KK: You know, I feel like I have
been really fortunate since day
one, from the point of view
that I have never had a regular
job, other than in high school.
I worked at a Vet’s Office.
That was the only ‘normal’
job that I ever had. Initially, I
signed a record deal and then a
publishing deal, then I signed
another record deal. So I’ve
always made a living as an artist.
In regards to earning from
song writing, I kind of fell into
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it through being a co-writer. They got
some of our songs on the “The Hills”
TV series. I think that was my first
placement. At some point I started
seeing my ASCAP statement, so I am
thinking oh okay. I love the idea of
royalties. You can do something once
and let it pay over and over and over,
that’s amazing.
Initially, I had a problem with
this because I had a publishing deal
with Chrysalis. They owned my
publishing so I was not able to make
deals on my own. I wasn’t able to
say, “Sure you can license that for
$500” or whatever. It had to go to
my publisher first to get it approved.
And, time, and time, and time again,
they were turning licencing deals

INTERVIEW
down. I quickly realized I need to
own everything outright, that I need
to be in control, so I asked to get
out of my publishing deal. They let
me go 2 months later, and at that
point I was on a mission to control
everything. You know, writing,
publishing, master, all of it. I started
accumulating songs. Unintentionally
or subconsciously I started writing
songs that were a little less specific.
Now I am doing that on purpose.
This is where what worked against
me when I was signed to Atlantic
started working for me. Because
I love so many different types of
genres. I didn’t have to be stuck in a
little bubble, to be one thing. I could
be whatever I wanted—dance/pop,
singer/songwriter, blues—whatever I
wanted.
I also started building relationships
with music supervisors. Over time
they started placing my music, and
then they started asking me for
things. Then I met other relevant
people, and the list of relationships
that I had just kept growing and
growing to the point where I know
a lot of people, and I have a great
relationships with them.
iSing: Now that you are
independent what would you say
the challenges are of not having a
label, lawyer, or management?
KK: One of the challenges is that
there is always someone trying to
tie you down. You have to navigate
and make decisions based on what’s
best for you. For instance, there are
managers, lawyers, and even labels
who have come to me wanting to
do deals for certain things. I have
to be really, really, smart so I don’t
lose the control I worked so hard

Photo by Melissa Esterby
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for. But the upside is way more
than the downside for me.
iSing:What are the skills, abilities
and character traits required to take
the path of an independent singer/
songwriter who is in control of their
own career?
KK: It’s not for everyone, that’s
for sure. You definitely need to be
ambitious and aggressive, but in a
positive way. Music supervisors, VPs,
presidents of music and companies
are inundated with so many emails
and people sending them music,
you don’t want to be that guy or that
girl they don’t want to return their
call to. It’s a very fine line when you
are reaching out to them. You have
to be very proactive without being
annoying.
You have to be able to take
rejection, that’s just part of this job.
And, you have to work your butt off.

In one week I probably pitch for 30
or 40 things. Some of them are like
a theme song, a work for hire job,
others are just pitches. I think at this
point now I probably get close to half
of them. But, it wasn’t like that before.
If I got 1 out of 50 things I tried for
I was excited. You have to have that
attitude of like I am just going to
keep trying, trying, trying. Eventually
something is going to work out. If
it doesn’t then maybe that is not for
you. (laugh)
I have a husband and a son now,
so I have to work harder to find a
balance.
iSing: Do you think that a singer
or an artist who really wants to be
signed or working in the industry
needs to come to a place like L.A.?
KK: I do. I don’t think I could have
gotten to where I am without moving
here. I really don’t. Now I am at

the point where I am thinking
of possibly moving on, but I am
established enough to where I would
only need to be here once or twice a
month. I have enough contacts, and
my relationships are pretty solid.
iSing:What is a normal working day
for you?
KK: Every day is different. One day
I might wake up and answer my
e-mails for a couple of hours. My
days are also different now because
of my son. Typically I spend the
morning and evening with him,
whereas before I just worked straight
through.
After answering emails I might
try writing a song. Or, I might do
a vocal for a song that we have a
track for that I just haven’t gotten
to yet. Or, I might listen to a couple
of mixes. Or, I might work on my
licensing company, where I represent
What gear do you use in your
home recording studio?

Kari at work in her home studio
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• An iMac with Protools and a bunch
of plug-ins including Omnisphere,
Miroslav Philharmonik. SampleTank
is my go-to when I need something
super quick
• A couple of keyboards - Korg SV1
and Yamaha P-70
• A couple of guitars I have an
endorsement with Dean, so I have
about 3 acoustic Dean guitars, a
Silvertone (classic), a Dean banjo
and a Dean mandolin... oh and
some random electric, I think it’s an
Epiphone (laugh)
• Universal Audio preamp
• KRK speakers
• Headphones - a few Sony’s and DT
770
• A RØDE NTK microphone
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Try to find something
unique, something about you or your
music that’s unique.

other bands. Then I listen to a bunch
of their songs to become familiar
with the catalogue. Some days I
have a lunch meeting. Sometimes
I am working on a film. We’ve just
wrapped Pitch Perfect 2, where I sang
in the studio for a week.
Or, I might be singing on a
commercial. I just finished singing for
a Schick Commercial. I also recently
sang at the Grammy’s or Music Cares
so had to attend a lot of rehearsals for
a week.
Then some days I am in the studio
for a couple of hours or I just run
errands all day. [laugh]. You know,
and I go to the post office, and I go to
the bank, and I go to the store. I am
always doing something, because I
can’t sit still.
iSing: Tell us about your recent
work with Al Pacino.
KK: I sing in a movie that is coming
out later this year called Danny
Collins. Al Pacino plays an old retired
rock star. I sang on one of the songs
on camera. We did like an all night
shoot at “The Greek”. It was fun. It’s a
really good movie.
iSing: So, did you get to sit down
and talk to him?
KK: Yeah, for awhile. He is really
nice. He is really cool. You know, I
feel like everybody that I have met
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for the most part, because I have now
sung with a lot of my idols, have all
been pretty awesome. Very few have
been rude.
iSing: Do you have a top career
moment to date?
KK: I would have to say singing
with the Beatles was pretty amazing,
doing the CBS Tribute. Being on
stage singing with Stevie Wonder and
Paul McCartney and Ringo Starr and
Pharrell. And, you know everyone
else who played that night. John
Mayer and John Legend and Alicia
Keys. That was pretty insane.

INTERVIEW
And, then singing with Bruce
Springsteen this year was really
fun too. As far as singing that
would probably be the top. With
placements, you know I have certain
songs that many people have heard,
and it was really more because of the
placement the song became really
popular. “Break Left” in “The Walking
Kari on the set of the soon to be released movie ‘Danny Collins’,
with Al Pacino, and singers Judith Hill and Carmel Echols

Dead”. Or, “Where You Belong”, with
The Fosters. I did the theme song for
“The Fosters”.
And, I have a song coming out in a
movie later this year, which they are
calling it an Oscar contender. We will
see if it is. But, my song is probably
going to be really low in the mix.
[laugh].
iSing: If a singer wants to go into
this arena what tips would you give
them?
KK: I can’t say that other people
would give this advice but this is what

INTERVIEW
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an exclusive.
I am a nonexclusive company, last
year I did 60-something placements
of my own music, and around 30 or
40 of other band’s song’s. Out of all
those other bands I probably only
placed maybe 1 or 2 of their songs
that year.
So give your songs to a couple of
different nonexclusive companies.
There is really no downside, it’s not
like you are being tied up with one
company.
Kari with Ringo Starr.

I did, and it worked for me. Get your
songs to a bunch of nonexclusive
music placement companies. There
are a lot of exclusives, many are great
companies, but they have a lot of
artists, so there are only so many
opportunities that come up. If you are
lucky you may get 2 or 3 a year from

The ‘Black’ Album

I originally wrote the song,
‘Balck’ a couple of years ago.
It was just something I was
feeling one night. It came kind
of out of nowhere. It wasn’t
like anything else I was working on at the time. I wound
up licensing that song in a lot
of different things. One them
being the “The Walking Dead”
trailer. It became so popular,
people loved it so much and
it was also my favorite song
to perform live. So I decided
to try to make an album with
this feel, this tone, and this
mood. Over the next couple of
years I wrote the album, in the
midst of doing a lot of other
genres, a lot of other things,
a lot of other pitches, a lot of
other movies, which is why it
took me forever.
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LISTEN
Kari Kimmel ‘Black’

iSing: Any further advice?
KK: I try everything. Anything that
is not going to tie me down. I don’t
really have many reservations. But
some people will advise not to do
that. Everybody’s path is their own.
Try to find something about you or
your music that’s unique.■

Then I had eleven songs,
which I thought was perfect.
One night my son went to
sleep early so I sat at the piano,
and I wrote what might be my
favourite song on the album,
called “Monsters In Your
Head”. I immediately called
Joe and said this has to go on
the album. We have to do this
today. Now. [laugh]. I am really
happy with how it came out.
Lyrically it is my favourite song
on the album for sure. A couple of the songs have already
been in TV shows and films.
There is a movie that just came
out called “The Dove”, and the
song “Nothing Left To Lose”,
is in the movie. It actually had
probably like the biggest feature of a song in that film. So, I
am excited about this album. I
am really happy with it.

BLACK - KARI KIMMEL (LIVE)
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Ask The Expert:

F

or a cover band (or original
act) just starting out, what are
the essential marketing tools/
skills they will need to get our name
out there? How does one begin their
career with all their ducks in a row?
Band or act name chosen.
Songs chosen.
Rehearsals done.
PA and lighting gear bought.
But the next step is where so many
singers, bands, and artists struggle.
How Do You Get Your Name
Out There?
I have to say, I’ve never quite liked
the phrase ‘getting your name out
there’. It’s way too broad an idea. Getting specific about what you’re trying
to achieve is key to finding the right
strategy to pursue.
In other words, you need to start
by thinking through what your goals
are. Do you want to perform at public venues? Is playing for private
clients your thing? Are you looking
to build a fan base?
As someone that has spent the last
10 years managing and marketing
cover bands, I ‘m best placed to give
you my thoughts and advice on how
to pick up bookings for private and
corporate event clients.
There is a major mindset shift that
need to happen before you embark
on your journey.
Understand that the days of ‘build
it and they will come’ have long since
gone. Just because you have a great
act does not mean success will come
knocking. Talent and being good at
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what you do is just one piece of the
puzzle.
You must come to the realisation
that understanding how to market
and sell your act is one of the key
drivers to your success.
If you struggle with this idea let
me re-frame it for you.
If you have confidence and belief
in your act then you have a duty to
share it with the world. Marketing
will allow you to do this.
So How Do You Market Your
Act?
I created a framework called the 6
Booking Triggers that will help you
understand the marketing process.
It’s the path that your client or fan
goes down from the point they first
discover you through to booking you
and then recommending you to their
network.
The 6 Bookings Triggers are:

MARKETING
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it’s the widest part of the ‘marketing
funnel’.
There are lots of ways to get to
‘know you’.
The most obvious is that they
see you play live. But they can also
find you through search engines,
social media, google adverts, print
adverts, directory listings, recommendations, and a long list of other
places.
The next stage is...

It’s beyond the scope of this article to go into all of these in details.
Lets look at the first 2 booking
triggers, as they are most relevant
to the goal of getting your name out
there:
The ‘Know You Trigger’
This is where people first get to
hear about you.
If you’re doing a good job of your
marketing then there’ll be lots of
people getting to know you, hence

The ‘Like You Trigger’
Once someone has become aware
of you they now become curious
and want to dig a little deeper and
discover more.
This is typically where they’ll
make an enquiry either by phone
or email and request you send them
some further info.
In other words they become a
‘lead’ or a ‘prospect’.
Do you see how one stage leads
to the next?
Knowing and understanding
that marketing your act is a multistep process whereby one step
builds upon the previous one is
your first step to knowing how to

effectively promote and market
your act.
Are you ready to take your
cover band and singing
career to next level?
DOWNLOAD MY FREE GUIDE

‘Cover Band Essentials
- 5 Free & Easy Killer Tactics
& Strategies To Get More
Bookings & Dominate Your
Competition In The Current
Economy’
CLICK LINK TO DOWNLOAD
FOR FREE
http://www.giggingsuccess.com

BRAD LAZARUS

B

rad Lazarus has been managing and marketing cover
bands for 10 years. He is the founder of GiggingSuccess.
com a blog and podcast dedicated to helping musicians
in cover bands increase their bookings and multiply the
income they receive from them.

http://www.LM2.co.uk
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Passing
it on

TIM WELCH
NY based voice
teacher advises
on how to
approach the
adult learner.
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Teaching Beginner Adult Singers

L

ike many singers who graduate with a master’s degree
in vocal performance, I
stumbled into teaching voice as an
alternative to waiting tables. And
like many of those singers, I didn’t
realize what I was getting myself
into. I began teaching private voice
full-time in 2002 and had spent the
previous eight years focused primarily on mastering the art form of
singing classical music. It quickly
became clear to me I had no idea
how to handle students with any
other interests than classical singing. Here I am 13 years and 15,000
voice lessons later. I feel I have a
pretty solid handle on how to work
with anyone who comes into my
voice studio. I have since had the
gift of the widest range of teaching experiences; from consulting
Grammy winner Lauryn Hill, to
coaching Broadway performers, to
teaching beginner twelve-year-olds
taking their first adventures into
vocal study. And although I can say
I enjoy working with every level
and style of singer, one of my absolute favourite categories of singer to
work with is the beginner adult.
Beginner adults generally have
the most pure intentions for their
vocal studies. Typically, they have
always loved to sing and wanted to
study it, but lacked the courage to
conquer those fears and insecurities. Now they are at a stage of their
lives where they are ready to take
that leap. Even though they come in
with the best intentions and willingness to face their fears, they can
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I find that no other
group of singer lights up
so quickly than the
beginner adult.

be complicated to work with due to
their complicated adult lives. It took
me years to figure out the best approach to working with them, but
now I find that no other group of
singer lights up so quickly than the
beginner adult. Here are some tips
I’ve found for working with them.

Find Their Passion First and
Meet Them There
In my experience, the percentage of adult vocalists interested in
studying classical voice in the beginning of their studies is very small.
Many adult vocal students switch to
me from other teachers who they
feel forced the classical vocal technique on them. Several of those
students did in fact develop a curiosity to explore classical vocal production, but only after they became
comfortable with the process of
studying the vocal music they were
interested in singing that brought
them to my door to begin with.
I do not discriminate in the style
of singers I will work with. I have
worked with every type of singer
imaginable from Iranian pop stars
to heavy metal singers. As vocal
instructors, when it comes down

to it, we have to understand we are
teaching art. The words “right or
wrong” should not enter our vocabulary when talking about styles of
singing or vocal production. Instead, try focusing on vocal health
and the vocal “cost” of each sound
they make. It helps to keep your
personal preferences of style out of
the equation.

Relieve Their Guilt About
Practicing
After having a lesson, adult students always leave charged and
have strong intentions of practicing
every day on the assignments I have
given them, only to come in feeling guilty about not having gotten
as far as they hoped the next week.
This guilt unchecked can quickly
become the thing that makes them
quit their vocal studies. As adults
with huge amounts of responsibilities from families to stressful jobs,
it can become a challenge for them
to find the energy and brain power
to prioritize fitting in a solid practice session every day. Help them
to understand that it is ok and that
they are still growing in their vocal studies just by coming to their
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lesson each week. My experience
is that after time, once they are
guilt-free about their studies, they
naturally begin to create more time
for singing automatically, simply
because they look forward to it and
can’t help but to practice.
I speak with them about their
schedules and try to find places in
their lives where they can fit in a
little time, once they have stopped
feeling guilty about it.
Make Each Lesson an
Experience
Always leave them singing on a
good feeling and don’t vocalize too
long. Vocalizing is a critical part
to the development of the vocal
instrument but it can become easy
for us vocal technicians to become
fixed on solving vocal problems
so much that we forget to get to
the singing. In the early years, I
feel I lost a few adult beginners by
focusing so much on fixing their
problems that I forgot to just let
them sing. They need to constantly
remind themselves why they are
doing this, and usually it is because
they enjoy singing songs, not doing
vocal gymnastics.

TIM WELCH

Since a very large percent of public singing experiences use microphones and PA’s, I always have one
set up in my voice studio. Although
I typically don’t encourage the use
of it for vocalizing and classical
vocal studies, I do encourage it for
other styles. Once they get used to
it, they look forward to it. It also
helps them minimize the variables
when singing out in public.
Have Lots of Recitals
for Them
It takes a lot of energy, but I try
to have around four recitals a year.
Each recital I theme to a different
style of music: musical theatre, jazz,
classical, and contemporary. However, I don’t force the adult students
that don’t like the themed style of
singing to sing in that style if they
don’t want to. I let them sing whatever style they want to practice since
it’s more about them gaining experience singing in front of people. I
also have recently started to break
up the recitals and have the adult
recital separate from the younger
singers. They appreciate that, and
enjoy being able to relax, have cocktails, and sing for other adults. The

more performing experience they
gain, the more confidence they feel,
and the more excited they become
about learning. Doing a performance for a vocalist is equivalent to
a painter showing his painting. Just
make sure they are ready and comfortable enough to handle it so it
doesn’t become a confidence-breaking experience. I tell them there are
two ways to be successful in their
first voice recital, the first is to show
up and the second is to head to the
stage when it is their turn.
Keep it Fun!
Adult students who have fulltime jobs other than singing make
up about 30 percent of my 50+
vocal student weekly roster. I have
had some great times with these
students and consider many of
them to be close friends in addition
to being clients. Working with them
requires a delicate balance of being
the vocal instructor, accompanist,
life coach, cheerleader, psychologist, and friend. But whenever it
feels too complicated, just remember to make it about helping them
create the music they are interested
in and always keep it fun.■

Tim Welch is a vocal instructor, singer and music producer with
degrees in Vocal Performance (B.M.) from the University at Buffalo and (M.M.) University of Illinois. Tim’s diverse performing
career has taken him around the world singing; opera, musical
theatre, playing piano bars, and singing with bands. Based just
outside of Manhattan with his wife Elizabeth Welch, who performers in Broadway’s “Phantom of the Opera”, Tim has a very
active voice studio with a wide range of clients from beginners to
professionals. Tim specializes in breaking down the vocal technical differences between styles of singing and produces many
styles of music in his recording studio.

http://www.timwelchmusic.com
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JOURNEY WITH SINGER ROSE
KIMBERLEY AS SHE CONQUERS
THE FEAR OF TECHNOLOGY AND
TAKES CONTROL OF HER CAREER

GEAR
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LDING
A HOME RECORDING

EPISODE
6
STUDIO

O

ver the past six issues, Rose Kimberley
has showed us the best and most
affordable ways to build a functioning
home recording studio. In this final installment
of the series, Rose demonstrates how to use

what we’ve learned throughout the series in
real-time.
Watch as Rose breaks down the steps of her
EP recording process, and gives us even further
insight into home recording.■

ROSE SHOWS US HOW SHE HAS APPLIED WHAT SHE’S LEARNT TO HER EP PROJECT

Check out Rose’s final recording of ‘Drummer Boy’
on the next page
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DRUMMER BOY - ROSE KIMBERLEY

ROSE KIMBERLEY

O

riginally trained in dance, UK-based Rose now combines
performing as a singer/songwriter, working as a function singer and teaching singing to private clients. She is a
typical representative of the majority of singers out there
who have the dream of being ‘discovered’ but mostly just
want to make a living from what they love the most: singing.

http://rosekimberley.com
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APPS

WITH OVER 1.2 MILLION APPS
IN EXISTENCE HERE ARE FIVE
YOU MIGHT FIND USEFUL IN A
LIVE PERFORMANCE.
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APPS

to Enhance Your
Live Performance
BY W. TYLER ALLEN

T

echnology is integral to any artist’s career,
especially for the working singer. Luckily, with
the prevalence of tablets and smart phones,
musicians now have access to a wide array of options
that make their lives easier, especially on the road.
Below are some great must-have apps for the
working singer.

ThumbJam
ThumbJam is a virtual instrument
designed specifically for the iPad and
iPhone. Rather than acting as an onscreen keyboard linked to instrument
sounds, ThumbJam turns your iPad
or iPhone into a new instrument
altogether. By choosing a key, tone, and
pitch, and using your thumb to make
sounds, Thumb Jam becomes a fun way
to “play” your tablet.

DM1- The Drum Machine
One area where the iPads in particular really
excel is as a drum machine. Playing a virtual
piano or guitar on an iPad is great, but can
be pretty tricky to play with your fingers,
especially live. On the other hand, an iPad can
serve as a great drum machine, namely due
to its touch sensitivity and ease of use. DM1
a great drum machine for live gigs, and also
includes a sequencer and mixer to further its
usefulness.
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Notion
Notion is a notation editor that allows for
playback using sounds recorded by the
London Symphony Orchestra. Notes can
be entered using the on-screen keyboard,
and Notion supports a wide range of
functions, such as vibrato, bends, slides,
and harmonics. There are also great sharing
features via email. It can support PDF,
MusicXML, WAV, AAC, and Midi files and
can import notation from
GuitarPro 3-5.

insTuner - Chromatic Tuner
insTuner is a great chromatic tuner that works
quite well with any stringed instrument. The app
features the standard frequency gauge but also
has a fixed note wheel, which gives you a great
visual feel for the tool. insTuner supports tuning
both through the microphone on your tablet
and through line-in modes such as using iRig.

Animoog
While the most expensive app on the list, it
certainly is one of the most useful. If you use
synthesizer in your work, Animoog is designed
specially to assist in synths during your live
performances or recordings. It includes
waveforms from classic oscillators and allows
users to fully explore the spaces in those sounds.
While this may not be for every artist, it’s
certainly a great tool to further explore your
craft.■
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@LARGE

NERISSA CAMPBELL VISITS
THE BJÖRK EXHIBITION AT
THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART
(MOMA) IN NYC.

Björk, from her most recent music video release “Black Lake.” commissioned by The Museum of Modern Art, New York, and directed by Andrew Thomas Huang, 2015.
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musician, trying new ideas, making
new instruments, wearing weird
and wonderful outfits, and forging
an ongoing conversation throughout her music career.
Needless to say I was super excited at the prospect of a Björk exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art
(MoMA) in NYC. So much so that I
had to go on opening day!
Because I was at a member preview there were hardly any people
there, so upon arriving I didn’t
have to wait in line at all, which
was great. I thought myself lucky
because the ropes that were set up

for the crowds wound their way in
endless loops, anticipating throngs.
The exhibition takes up two floors
(PLUS lobby space) and the space
for lines was plentiful on both
floors.
Nerissa at the Björk exhibition, MOMA.

Photo by Line Hilton

T

o say that I love and admire
the musician Björk is an
understatement. I have been
a fan since buying her album Debut
right around the time I got my first
car, and listening to it everywhere
I went; taking her album Post with
me as I travelled through Europe in
my 20’s; Homogenic, and Vespertine throughout my ‘jazz years’, and
being fascinated by (though not
loving) Medulla. To me, Björk epitomizes experimentation and forward movement within the world
of popular music: pushing the
boundaries of being an artist and

“
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Each chamber
was so tiny and
small, that even
one costume
took up too
much room.

So much room for the line, which
was about the only place there was
space in the whole exhibition.
The actual exhibition itself was
very sparse. It was set up such that
there were separate ‘chambers’ that
each related to a different Björk
album. Inside each chamber was a
costume or two on a mannequin,
and sometimes some of Björk’s
notebooks, and that was it.
The audience was encouraged to
spend five minutes in each chamber, listening to a private iPod-like
device that told a story, apparently pertinent to each chamber and
album, (but that in itself wasn’t very
clear). In theory I liked this idea:
that we were to give each room
some time and space to take it in, to
perhaps lose ourselves in the chamber, its sparseness allowing for a
time for reflection and a slowing of
pace. I am always open to that kind
of thing.
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The Biophilia Dress by Iris Van Herpen

The Bell Dress by Alexander McQueen

But the chambers were so small,
making one very big problem –
there was absolutely no space for
sparseness in this exhibition, and it
was simply annoying. Each chamber
was so tiny and small, that even one
costume took up too much room.
If I wanted to stare at strands of
pearls on a dress designed by Alexander McQueen, admire its spiraling
lengths of intricate beauty as it spun
around I had to strain my neck over
people’s heads, squash up against
my fellow exhibition-goers for the

tiniest glimpse and smile politely
as people with less patience than
me for a five minute gawk would
squeeze their way by as they walked
to the next chamber, ahead of their
‘allotted’ time. I found myself annoyed and flippant about the whole
thing. I wanted to be captivated, (especially by the swan dress – though
not so much by the giant egg that lay
beside it) but I just couldn’t be.
In contemplating the experience
post-visit for this article, it made
me think a lot about how the space
around what we do as artists is just
as important as what we fill that
space with. This particular lesson
is one I consider myself fortunate
enough to have been subjected
to when I was just a young singer starting out, and one that I try
to pass on where I can. I think it’s
important.
I remember very vividly a lesson
I had with the jazz–singing great

“

© 2015 The Museum of Modern Art. Photo: Jonathan Muzikar
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Love it or hate it the famous Swan dress and the controversial Pearl ‘Pagan Poetry” dress.

Mark Murphy, who talked to me
about ‘painting pictures’ when I
sang; about being particular and
intentional about what came out
of my mouth, about not wasting
the notes I sang. About how what
is not sung is just as important
as what is. How it gives room for
the lyric and the melody to really mean something, space for the
audience to reflect, to feel the vibe,
to be ready for more. He told the
infamous story about Miles Davis telling John Coltrane to ‘take
the horn out of his mouth’ after
Coltrane played chorus after (relentless?) chorus of unending solo
– about how to leave a little mystery and not ‘tell it all’. I got it. As
a jazz musician there was so much
time spent learning many difficult
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I feel this
exhibition holds
an important
lesson for a
musician, singer,
instrumentalist,
producer, or
songwriter.

scales and applying those scales
over chord changes, learning the
‘language’ of jazz. It sounded so hip
that sometimes you couldn’t help
but just use up everything you had,
at every moment possible. And
when that wasn’t happening, it was
very easy to sing lyrics and take up
all the space with your voice, not
ever stopping, and letting a song
breathe.
Ever since that one lesson, my
respect and my need for space has
grown. So much so that these days
I can’t stand the way modern singing overuses riffs and runs (at least
in the States where I am based).
The theatrics of singing has become a way to show and tell if you
are talented, a thing that somehow
equates to heart and truth. But for
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Björk’s writing journals - NB Her vocal folds below showing .

me, much like the Björk exhibition,
it is claustrophobic and gratuitous.
Don’t get me wrong, riffs and runs
and scat solos and long billowing
notes can be amazing, and can blow
my mind, but when overused it is
boring and meaningless. Like being
squashed in a tiny chamber with

Björk’s Swan Dress for five minutes,
I can’t be bothered.
I would have been more than
happy to spend five minutes in
each chamber, and I would have
loved to pour over Björk’s notebooks full of lyrics and ideas. I
even would have enjoyed listening
to the strange story being told on
our private iPod but I definitely needed more space to do that;
more space to get closer, to stand
back, to relish in the costumes
and be taken away into the weird
little journey. But MoMA didn’t
give me that opportunity and instead I felt like I was on a packed
rush hour train that I couldn’t
wait to get off of. I had wanted to
go back to MoMA to revisit this
exhibition before I wrote about it,
but I couldn’t bring myself to do
it. Instead I found myself wishing
that MoMA had set up something
like the Janet Cardiff exhibition
Murder of Crows that I saw in
Berlin in 2009—a huge open space,
and a place to breathe, contemplate, admire, be curious about
and come away from feeling a little
changed. I would have loved to
see into Björk’s world, to experience her costumes, notebooks, and
instruments with space enough to

NERISSA CAMPELL

Björk
The Museum of
Modern Art
New York, NY
March 08, - June 07, 2015
admire them in exhibition form as
much as I do in musical form.
I feel this exhibition holds an
important lesson for a musician,
singer, instrumentalist, producer, or
songwriter. The thing that we think
of as ‘it’ is not just the content, but
what surrounds that content, the
intention behind the content, the
hope that what you are trying to
say is coming across to your audience; that you aren’t just saying
something simply because you can.
Take the time, the insight, and the
opportunity to give intention to
what you are creating. Give it care
and love and purpose. Give us all
that sense of fun and joy from making music, from singing, but also
‘say something’, give me room as an
audience to take it in, to be a bigger
part of your work; leave me slightly
changed, seeing the world in a new
way. Your way.■

N

erissa is a vocalist, songwriter and music teacher
based in Brooklyn, NY. Her background is in jazz
and improvisation, but she loves exploring and learning about many aspects and genres of music, as well as
inspiring others to express themselves through singing & songwriting.

http://www.nerissacampbell.com
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HAWAIIAN ARTIST, KUANA
TORRES KAHELE: SERVING AS AN
AMBASSADOR FOR HAWAIIAN
CULTURE AND MUSIC.

WORLD SINGER
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KUANA TORRES KAHELE

H

awaiian culture often brings
forth images of magnificent
beaches, giant waves, and
tropical drinks. However, other key
elements of everything Hawaiian are
its music, dance, and art. Hawaiian
artist, Kuana Torres Kahele, has
beautifully encapsulated the ancient
dance and music of hula and, in a
way, has served as an ambassador for
Hawaiian culture and music.
Kuana’s first solo album, Kuanaloa,
reached number two in the world
music charts and he’s gone on to win
numerous awards internationally.
Kuana’s world recognition even led to
him voicing a character in the Pixar
film, Lava.
Kuana has been involved in the
music and hula scene since he was very
young—initially working in the dance
scene. However, when discovered to
have exceptional musical abilities,
he was pulled from the hula line and
placed as a permanent musician. At
a young age, Kuana’s photographic
muscle memory would allow him
to compose songs and have them
recited later quite easily.
In 1995, at the age of 17, Kuana

Watch On YouTube
Waimanu I Ka Lauoha - Kuana Torres Kahele
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first received international success
when he paired with fellow musician,
Kehau Tamure. Their work led to
numerous releases, many which are
still popular to this day and still serve
as “hula standards”. They released
“Makani ‘Olu’olu” in 2002 to huge
success and rave reviews from critics.
In 2011, he released his long
awaited solo debut, Kuanaloa, which
even further solidified his status as
not only a hula artist, but also an
internationally respected musician.
Kuana currently maintains his own
Hawaiian Music & Culture School in
Japan. He teaches in Tokyo, Kyoto
and Osaka with over 200 combined
students. He offers courses in voice,
haku mele, mele hula, fresh lei
making, ukulele, and guitar.
In April of 2014, Kuana began
releasing a six-part series entitled,
Music For The Hawaiian Islands.
Each CD pays tribute to an
individual island with original music
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from Kuana written specifically
for hula. His poetry-laden lyrics
illustrate the beauty of Hawaii while
documenting
everything
from
important place names to island winds
and specific rains. By 2016, Kuana
will have completed this momentous
project, contributing almost 100 new
songs for Hula in honor of Hawaii.■
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TORO Y MOI
What For?
The follow-up to 2013’s
Anything In Return, Chaz Bundick
and co.’s latest LP is a moving and
grooving experiment in R&B electronic
fusion. Spanning only 10 tracks and 33
minutes, What For? employs lively vocal work and dexterous and full-bodied
instrumentation that is guaranteed to
get your feet moving. Tracks like “Buffalo” and the lead-single “Empty Nesters” sound straight out of the disco-era
with a synth-heavy modern twist. Fans
of acts like Jamiroquai will surely find
this release attractive. Despite the fact
that it’s tone is different than Anything
In Return, Toro Y Moi’s latest release is
certainly one of the most fun LPs of the
young year.
ALABAMA SHAKES
Sound & Color
Hailing from Athens,
Alabama, the 5-piece blues-rock
outfit’s latest LP is a differentiation
from their stellar 2011 debut. Lead
vocalist Brittany Howard’s booming,
powerful voice echoes sentiments of
longing, love, and personal gain over
the course of 48 minutes. Though
short, the varying instrumentation
and amalgamation of influences from
rock’s vastly different eras rear their
heads in timely and engaging manners throughout the record. Moreover,
Sound & Color is a prime example
of the cohesion and chemistry the
Shakes have with one another, helping
establish them as bonafide rock stars
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in a landscape dominated by hip-hop
and electronic music.
KALI UCHIS
Por Vida
The Colombian singer-songwriter’s most recent 9-track
release, Por Vida, is the sonic equivalent to a cloudless, sunny summer day.
The airy, dreamy melodies are reminiscent of Amy Winehouse, especially
on the opening track “Sycamore Tree”.
The Virginia-based artist continues
to flex her incredible pipes over the
course of a short 32-minute cochlear
adventure through the swaying palm
trees and cool ocean breezes that she
perfectly encapsulates on her most
recent LP. Tracks such as “Know What
I Want” and “Ridin’ Around” manifest
her influences that range from reggae
to hip-hop with a modern, infectious
touch only she can create. With plenty
of star-power potential, Kali Uchis will
be on pop’s radar for quite some time.
TOBIAS JESSO JR.
Goon
His first release via True
Panther Sounds, Tobias Jesso Jr. brings
John Lennon, Neil Young, Elton John,
and Billy Joel into the modern era.
One of the greatest piano rock releases since the peak of Ben Folds Five,
Goon is a modern masterpiece peppered with touches from rock n’ roll’s
golden era. Tracks such as “Can’t Stop
Thinking About You” and “The Wait”
incorporate old-school songwriting
techniques about love lost and human
progression to contradict the often-uttered sentiments that rock no longer
has great songwriters. With production credits from Danielle Haim and
The Black Keys’ Patrick Carney, it is
clear that everyone in the music in-

dustry is taking note of the 6’7” Vancouver native’s innate songwriting
ability. Due to incredible instrumentation and refreshing variety, Goon will
be in heavy rotation for people both
old and young for years to come.
NADINE SHAH
Fast Food
Nadine Shah’s dark voice,
with a generous vibrato that almost
teeters on a “warble” sound, can make
almost any song sound remarkable.
Each song on her second EP, Fast
Food, feels almost like a theatrical
performance with focus immediately
being brought to the lyrics and tone
of her unique voice. While each song
isn’t necessarily “remarkable” in terms
of make-up, the classic instrumentation met with one-of-a-kind vocals
certainly shines an interesting light
onto each track. Shah has been compared to Nick Cave and PJ Harvey,
she even mentions Nick Cave in lead
single, “Fool”. The EP well displays
Shah’s writing, performing and vocal
abilities.
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